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SYMPLECTIC COORDINATES ON THE DEFORMATION
SPACES OF CONVEX PROJECTIVE STRUCTURES ON
2-ORBIFOLDS
SUHYOUNG CHOI AND HONGTAEK JUNG
Abstract. Let O be a closed orientable 2-orbifold of negative Euler charac-
teristic that has only cone singularities. Huebschmann constructed the Atiyah-
Bott-Goldman type symplectic form ω on the deformation space CpOq of con-
vex projective structures on O. We show that the deformation space CpOq of
convex projective structures on O admits a global Darboux coordinates sys-
tem with respect to ω. To this end, we show that CpOq can be decomposed
into smaller symplectic spaces. In the course of the proof, we also study the
deformation space CpOq for an orbifold O with boundary and construct the
symplectic form on the deformation space of convex projective structures on
O with fixed boundary holonomy.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation. Let O be a closed orientable 2-orbifold of negative Euler char-
acteristic that has only cone singularities. In this paper we study the deformation
space CpOq of convex projective structures on O and its symplectic nature.
It is a classical result that the Teichmu¨ller space T pSq of a given orientable
closed hyperbolic surface S with genus g admits a global Darboux coordinates
system [33]. In this case the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates system is the one where
the Weil-Petersson symplectic form ωWP can be written in the standard form:
ωWP “
3g´3ÿ
i“1
d`i ^ dθi.
The Teichmu¨ller space T pSq for a closed surface S can be generalized in many
directions. One way to do this starts from regarding T pSq as the set of conjugacy
classes of discrete faithful representations of pi1pSq into PSL2pRq. Since there is a
unique (up to conjugation) irreducible representation PSL2pRq Ñ PSLnpRq for each
n, we can canonically embed T pSq into Homppi1pSq,PSLnpRqq{PSLnpRq. We call
the image of this embedding the Fuchsian locus and each element in the Fuchsian
locus is called a Fuchsian character. The Hitchin component HitnpSq is then de-
fined by a connected component of Homppi1pSq,PSLnpRqq{PSLnpRq that contains
a Fuchsian character. This “higher Teichmu¨ller space” has been studied by many
people including Hitchin [15], Goldman [12, 10], Choi-Goldman [5], Labourie [23],
and Guichard-Wienhard [13].
Due to Goldman [10], we know that the Hitchin components also carry the
symplectic form so called Atiyah-Bott-Goldman form ωABG which is a natural
generalization of ωWP . Their symplectic nature has been extensively studied by
Sun-Zhang [28], Sun-Zhang-Wienhard [27] and they proved that pHitnpSq, ωABGq
admits a global Darboux coordinates system. Using a different method, the authors
[7] also obtained the same result for Hit3pSq.
Suhyonug Choi is supported in part by NRF grant 2019R1A2C108454412.
Hongtaek Jung is supported by IBS-R003-D1.
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2 SUHYOUNG CHOI AND HONGTAEK JUNG
Another direction is to generalize a surface S to an orbifold O. Thurston’s lec-
ture note [29], for instance, contains some results about the Teichmu¨ller spaces of
orbifolds.
In this paper we proceed in both directions and study symplectic nature of the
“Hitchin components” of orbifolds via convex projective geometry. Our approach is
geometric and works mostly for PSL3pRq. Recently Alessandrini-Lee-Schaffhauser
[1] gave a generalization of Hitchin components of orbifolds by using equivariant
Higgs bundle theory.
1.2. Statement of results. Let O be a compact orientable hyperbolic cone 2-
orbifold. One can think of O as a quotient H2 of the hyperbolic plane by a discrete
subgroup piorb1 pOq “ Γ Ă PSL2pRq. Denote by CpOq the deformation space of convex
projective structures on O. If BO has b ą 0 connected components, we choose a
set of conjugacy classes B “ tB1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bbu of hyperbolic elements in PSL3pRq and
define CBpOq to be a subspace of CpOq whose ith boundary holonomy is in Bi. See
Section 2 for the precise definitions.
We can relate CpOq to an algebraic object. For this, we define
HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq :“ tρ P HompΓ,PSLnpRqq |Zpρq “ t1u and ρ is irreducibleu.
Our target object is the character variety XnpΓq, which defined by
XnpΓq :“ HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq{PSLnpRq.
It is known that XnpΓq is a smooth manifold and X3pΓq contains CpOq as an open
subspace.
If O has boundary components ζ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζb, we choose B as above and define
HomBs pΓ,PSLnpRqq :“ tρ P HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq | ρpζiq P Biu
and
XBn pΓq :“ HomBs pΓ,PSLnpRqq{PSLnpRq.
It is also known that, for a suitably chosen B, XBn pΓq is an embedded submanifold
of XnpΓq and CBpOq is an open subspace of XB3 pΓq.
In our first main theorem, we construct a symplectic form on XBn pΓq. In fact we
construct an equivariantly closed 2-form on a neighborhood of HomBs pΓ,PSLnpRqq
which is reduced to a symplectic form on XBn pΓq.
Theorem 1.1. Let O be a compact oriented hyperbolic 2-orbifold that has only cone
singularities. Let G “ PSLnpRq. Choose a set B of conjugacy classes of hyperbolic
elements in SLnpRq. Then there is a neighborhood of HomBs ppiorb1 pOq, Gq and an
equivariantly closed 2-form ω such that the restriction of ω to HomBs ppiorb1 pOq, Gq
descends to a symplectic form ωO on XBn ppiorb1 pOqq. In particular for n “ 3, ωO is
a symplectic form on CBpOq.
Goldman [10] studied the symplectic structure on Xnppi1pSqq for a closed hyper-
bolic surface S. After his work, Huebschmann [18], Karshon [20] also gave their
own constructions of the symplectic form on Xnppi1pSqq. Huebschmann [17] ex-
tended his work to Xnppiorb1 pOqq where O is a closed orientable hyperbolic orbifold.
Guruprasad-Huebschmann-Jeffrey-Weinstein [14] generalized the construction to
XBn ppi1pSqq for a compact orientable hyperbolic surface S. Our work is mainly
based on [10], [17] and [14] and covers all previous cases.
We first construct ωO using the Poincare´ duality for the group pair ppiorb1 pOq,Sq
where S “ txz1y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xzbyu is the set of cyclic subgroups of piorb1 pOq each of which is
generated by a boundary component zi P piorb1 pOq. We show that ppiorb1 pOq,Sq is a
PD2R-pair, meaning that there is a fundamental class rO, BOs P H2ppiorb1 pOq,S;Rq
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such that the cap product H2ppiorb1 pOq,S;Rq Ñ H0ppiorb1 pOq;Rq “ R is an isomor-
phism. This 2-form is the pull-back of the well-known Atiyah-Bott symplectic form
on XB1n ppi1pX 1Oqq for some compact surface X 1O.
To find the equivariantly closed 2-form on a neighborhood of HomBs ppiorb1 pOq, Gq,
we use the equivariant de Rham complex and Cartan-Maurer calculus. Then we
show that after taking the reduction ωO coincides up to sign with the symplectic
form on XBn ppiorb1 pOqq constructed as above.
Choose pairwise disjoint essential simple closed curves or full 1-suborbifolds
tξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξmu such that the completion of each connected componentOi ofOzŤmi“1 ξi
has also negative Euler characteristic. Say ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm1 are simple closed curves
and ξm1`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm1`m2 are full 1-suborbifolds, so that m “ m1 ` m2. By using
our previous work [7], we show that there is an Hamiltonian RM -action, M “
2m1 ` m2, on CBpOq with a moment map µ such that the Marsden-Weinstein
quotient µ´1pyq{RM exists for each y in the image of µ.
For suitably chosen B1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Bl, there is a map
SP 1y : µ´1pyq{RM Ñ CB1pO1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CBlpOlq
that is induced from restrictions to each subgroup piorb1 pOiq Ă piorb1 pOq. Theorem
1.1 implies that the right hand side admits the symplectic form ωO1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ωOl .
Then we have the following symplectic decomposition theorem:
Theorem 1.2. Let O be a compact oriented 2-orbifold of negative Euler character-
istic that has only cone singularities. Let tξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξmu be a set of pairwise disjoint
essential simple closed curves or full 1-suborbifolds such that the completions of con-
nected components Oi of OzŤmi“1 ξi have also negative Euler characteristic. Then
the map
SP 1y : µ´1pyq{RM Ñ CB1pO1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CBlpOlq
defined above is a symplectomorphism.
The essential part of Theorem 1.2 is that the splitting map also preserves some
symplectic information. This is a consequence of the following more general local
decomposition theorem, whose proof is given in section 5.1.
Theorem 1.3. Let O be a compact oriented 2-orbifold of negative Euler character-
istic that has only cone singularities. Let tξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξmu be pairwise disjoint essential
simple closed curves or full 1-suborbifolds such that the completions of connected
components O1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ol of OzŤmi“1 ξi have also negative Euler characteristic. For
each i, let ιi : pi
orb
1 pOiq Ñ piorb1 pOq be the inclusion. Let rρs P XBn ppiorb1 pOqq be such
that, with a nice choice of Bi, rρ ˝ ιis P XBin pOiq for each i. Then
ωOprus, rvsq “
lÿ
i“1
ωOipιi˚ rus, ιi˚ rvsq
for all rus, rvs P H1parppiorb1 pOq,S; gq where S “ txz1y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xzby, xξ1y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xξmyu.
Strategy for proving Theorem 1.3 is the same as that of our previous paper [7].
The essential difference is that the splitting can happen along a full 1-suborbifold.
We will exhibit how the fundamental cycle of our orbifold is decomposed when we
do splitting along a full 1-suborbifold.
By following the framework of [7], we can show our main theorem:
Theorem 1.4. Let O be a closed oriented 2-orbifold of negative Euler character-
istic that has only cone singularities. Then the deformation space CpOq of convex
projective structures admits a global Darboux coordinates system with respect to ωO.
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1.3. Organization of the paper. Section 2 is about basic concepts related to orb-
ifolds, convex projective structures, deformation spaces and character varieties. We
also review geometric splitting operations which play an important role throughout
this paper.
In section 3, we review the theory of group cohomology and parabolic group
cohomology. To compute the parabolic group cohomology we introduce various
projective resolutions. By using these resolutions and their relations, we show that
the orbifold fundamental groups have a finite length projective resolution. This fact
will be intensively used in the next section.
In section 4, we construct the Atiyah-Bott-Goldman type symplectic form ω on
the deformation space of convex projective structures on a given compact oriented
2-orbifold O of negative Euler characteristic that has only cone singularities as well
as an equivariant closed 2-form on a neighborhood of HomBs ppiorb1 pOq, Gq. Using the
Poincare´ duality we construct the 2-form ω on XBn ppiorb1 pOqq and show that this
2-form is the pull-back of some symplectic form. Then we utilizes the equivariant
de Rham complex to find an equivariantly closed 2-form on a neighborhood of
HomBs ppiorb1 pOq, Gq. We argue that this 2-form restricts on HomBs ppiorb1 pOq, Gq to
´ω after the reduction.
Section 5 is devoted to prove our main theorem. The proof goes almost parallel
to that of our previous paper [7] for closed surface. We prove the local and global
decomposition theorems. By using this decomposition theorem we can find a fiber
bundle structure whose fibers are Lagrangian. Then apply our version of action-
angle principle to get the main result.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to appreciate J. Huebschmann for
helpful communication. The second author also wishes to give special thanks to
Kyeongro Kim.
2. Orbifolds and their convex projective structures
In this section, we introduce our two main objects of interest; orbifolds and
convex projective structures.
We give a concise introduction to orbifolds in section 2.1. We also summarize
important facts on 2-orbifolds, which include the Euler characteristic, orbifold fun-
damental groups, classification of singularities.
In section 2.2, we introduce convex projective structures and their deformation
space. We also introduce the space of representations and character varieties. A
theorem of Choi-Goldman, Theorem 2.6, provides the link between the deformation
spaces and the character varieties.
In the last section 2.3 we introduce splitting operations that split a given convex
projective orbifold into smaller convex projective orbifolds. One should note that
this operations are not only topological but also geometric. The splitting operations
play an essential role throughout this paper.
Most material in this section is based on Thurston [29], Choi [4], Goldman [12],
and Choi-Goldman [6].
2.1. Orbifolds. An orbifold is a generalization of a manifold that allows some
singular points. We adopt the chart and atlas style approach to orbifolds. Another
more abstract definition using e´tale groupoid can be found, for instance, in [3].
Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff topological space. An orbifold chart pU,Γ, ϕq
of x P X consists of an open neighborhood U of x, a finite group Γ acting on an
open subspace rU of Rn as diffeomorphisms and a Γ-equivariant map ϕ : rU Ñ U
that induces the homeomorphism ϕ1 : rU{Γ Ñ U . In this case, we say that prU,Γq is
a model pair of x. Two orbifold charts pU1,Γ1, ϕ1q and pU2,Γ2, ϕ2q are said to be
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compatible if each point x P U1XU2 has a chart pV,Γ, ϕq with, for each i “ 1, 2, an
injective homomorphism fi : Γ Ñ Γi and a fi-equivariant embedding ψi : rV Ñ rUi
such that the following diagram
rV ψi //

rUi
rUi{fipΓq
rV {Γ //
ϕ1–

rUi{Γi
ϕ1i–

V
inclusion
// Ui
commutes for each i “ 1, 2. An orbifold atlas on X is a set of compatible orbifold
charts that covers X. An n-orbifold is a paracompact Hausdorff topological space
equipped with a maximal orbifold atlas. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that
the underlying topological space is connected.
We can also define an orbifold with boundary by allowing model pairs of the form
prU,Γq where rU is an open subset of Rn` “ tpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq P Rn |xn ě 0u. In this case
we define the boundary BO of an orbifold O with boundary by the set of x P O
that has a model pair of the form pRn`, t1uq. Note that, in general, BO is not the
same as BXO where XO is the underlying space of O.
We say that an orbifold is compact, orientable, or closed if the underlying space
XO has the corresponding properties.
Suppose that we are given an orbifold O. An orbifold O1 with an orbifold map
f : O1 Ñ O is called a covering of O if each point x P O has a orbifold chart
pU,Γ, ϕq such that for each component Ui of f´1pUq, there is a subgroup Γi of Γ
and an orbifold diffeomorphism ψ1 : rU{Γi Ñ Ui induced from a map ψ : rU Ñ Ui.
We also request that ψ is compatible with f in the sense that f ˝ψ “ ϕ. A coveringrO Ñ O of O that has the universal lifting property is called a universal covering
orbifold of O. It is known that every orbifold has a universal covering orbifold rO.
We call the group of deck transformations of the universal cover rO Ñ O the orbifold
fundamental group and denote it by piorb1 pOq.
Finally, we present some facts on 2-orbifolds. Let O be a 2-orbifold.
‚ Each singular point x of O falls into three types. We say that x is
– a cone point of order r if x has a model pair pR2,Z{rq where Z{r acts
on R2 as rotations.
– a mirror if x has a model pair pR2,Z{2q where Z{2 acts on R2 as
reflections.
– a corner-reflector of order n if x has a model pair pR2, Dnq where the
dihedral group Dn of order 2n.
‚ We can define the Euler characteristic of O with cone points of order
r1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rc and corner-reflectors of order n1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nkr by
χpOq “ χpXOq ´ 1
2
krÿ
i“1
ˆ
1´ 1
ni
˙
´
cÿ
i“1
ˆ
1´ 1
ri
˙
where XO is the underlying topological space of O.
‚ The genus of O is the genus of its underlying space.
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‚ We say that O is hyperbolic if O can be realized as a quotient orbifold
H2{Γ for some discrete subgroup Γ Ă PSL2pRq. Compact orientable O is
hyperbolic if and only χpOq ă 0.
For the most part of this paper, we will assume that our 2-orbifold has only cone
type singularities. Instead of repeating this assumption, we encapsulate this into a
single term.
Definition 2.1. A cone 2-orbifold is a 2-orbifold that has only cone type singular-
ities.
2.2. Convex projective structures. We can equip some additional structure on
a given orbifold. Our main interest is the real projective structures on 2-orbifold and
their deformation space. This deformation space is closely related to the Hitchin
component of the character variety. Throughout this section O denotes a compact
2-orbifold.
The real projective plane RP2 is the quotient space of pR3zt0uq{ „ where the
equivalence relation is given by x „ y if and only if x “ λy for some nonzero real
number λ. Hence each point of RP2 represents a 1-dimensional subspace in R3. A
geodesic line in RP2 represents a 2-dimensional subspace in R3.
Recall that the projective linear group PSL3pRq acts on RP2. This action induces
a simply transitive action on
pRP2qp4q “ tpx1, x2, x3, x4q P pRP2q4 |xi ‰ xj for all i ‰ ju.
An element g P SL3pRq is hyperbolic if g is conjugate to a matrix of the form¨˝
λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3
‚˛
with λ1 ą λ2 ą λ3 ą 0. We denote by Hyp` the set of hyperbolic elements in
SL3pRq.
A hyperbolic element g has exactly three distinct fixed points in RP2. The at-
tracting fixed point is the one corresponding to the largest eigenvalue λ1. The
repelling fixed point is the attracting fixed point of g´1. The remaining fixed point
is called the saddle. A principal line of a hyperbolic g is the line passing through
attracting and repelling fixed points. A principal segment is a geodesic line segment
joining the attracting fixed point and the repelling fixed point. A geodesic γ in RP2
is principal if γ is a principal line for some g P Hyp`.
Now we define what we mean by a real projective structure on O.
Definition 2.2. A (real) projective structure on a given 2-orbifold O consists of
‚ a homomorphism h : piorb1 pOq Ñ PSL3pRq called the holonomy and
‚ a h-equivariant orbifold map dev : rO Ñ RP2 called the developing map.
If BO ‰ H, we further require that the following principal boundary condition holds
for each boundary component ζ Ă BO:
‚ the holonomy hpζq is hyperbolic and
‚ if rζ is a hpζq-invariant component of the lift of ζ, devprζq is the principal
line of hpζq.
The pair ph,devq is called the developing pair. Two developing pairs ph,devq
and ph1,dev1q are equivalent if there is g P PGL3pRq such that dev1 “ g dev and
h1p¨q “ g hp¨qg´1.
One special property that we are interested in is the convexity of projective
structures which is defined as follow
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Definition 2.3. A real projective structure ph,devq on a 2-orbifold O is convex
if devp rOq is convex domain in RP2, i.e., there is an affine patch of RP2 containing
devp rOq and devp rOq is a convex subset of it.
Hence by a convex projective structure on O we mean a developing pair ph,devq
such that devp rOq is convex.
Lemma 2.4. Let O be a compact orientable convex projective cone 2-orbifold of
negative Euler characteristic. Then every closed essential simple closed curve ξ is
isotopic to a unique closed principal geodesic in O. Moreover, hpξq is a hyperbolic
element.
Now we can define the deformation space RP2pOq of projective structures on a
given compact 2-orbifold O. Consider the set SpOq of all projective structures on
O. We give the C1-topology on developing maps to make SpOq a topological space.
We say two projective structures ph,devq and ph1,dev1q are isotopic if there is a
diffeomorphism f : rO Ñ rO commuting with piorb1 pOq such that dev1 “ dev ˝f
and h1 “ h. We define RP2pOq˚ to be the quotient space of SpOq by isotopy. The
deformation space RP2pOq of projective structures on O is the quotient of RP2pOq˚
by equivalence relation given in Definition 2.2.
We also define the deformation space CpOq of convex projective structures on O
as a subspace of RP2pOq that consists of convex projective structures.
To relate CpOq with an algebraic object, we define so called the character variety
of Γ :“ piorb1 pOq. The space of representations HompΓ,PSLnpRqq can be regarded as
an affine algebraic set of PSLnpRqN for some N . In general HompΓ,PSLnpRqq may
have a lot of singularities. In Corollary 4.3, we will see that a sufficient condition
for ρ P HompΓ, Gq being smooth is H2pΓ; gρq “ 0. Here gρ is the Lie algebra of
PSLnpRq regarded as a RΓ-module with the Γ-action given by Ad ˝ρ.
Consider
HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq :“ tρ P HompΓ,PSLnpRqq |Zpρq “ t1u and ρ is irreducibleu.
This subspace HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq Ă HompΓ,PSLnpRqq is nonempty and open. The
following lemma suggests that HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq is smooth.
Lemma 2.5. H2pΓ; gρq “ 0 for all ρ P HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq.
Proof. For the sake of convenience, we write simply g in place of gρ.
Take a finite index torsion-free normal subgroup Γ1 of Γ. Then Γ1 is the funda-
mental group of a surface of negative Euler characteristic, say S.
Because Γ1 is a normal subgroup of finite index, we have the transfer map tr :
H˚pΓ1; gq Ñ H˚pΓ; gq. It is known that
H˚pΓ; gq resÑ H˚pΓ1; gq trÑ H˚pΓ; gq
is an isomorphism where res : H˚pΓ; gq Ñ H˚pΓ1; gq is the restriction map induced
from the inclusion Γ1 Ñ Γ. Regarding this fact, we refer the readers to Weibel [30,
Lemma 6.7.17]. In particular res is injective and tr is surjective.
If S has nonempty boundary, then Γ1 is a free group and we have H2pΓ1; gq “ 0.
Since res : H2pΓ; gq Ñ H2pΓ1; gq “ 0 is injective, H2pΓ; gq “ 0 as well.
Suppose now that S is closed. Since g admits an Ad-invariant nondegenerate
bilinear form, we have the isomorphism
D : H2pΓ1; gq Ñ H0pΓ1; gq˚ – H0pΓ1; gq
arisen from the Poincare´ duality. Recall that the restriction map res : H2pΓ; gq Ñ
H2pΓ1; gq is the same as the edge map H2pΓ; gq Ñ H0pΓ{Γ1;H2pΓ1; gqq in the
Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. Therefore we can identify H2pΓ; gq
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with the image of the restriction map in H2pΓ1; gq and this image is an invariant
subspace under the action of the finite group Γ{Γ1. It follows that
H2pΓ; gq resÑ H2pΓ1gq DÑ H0pΓ{Γ1;H0pΓ1; gqq Ă H0pΓ1; gq
is injective. The Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence yields
H0pΓ{Γ1;H0pΓ1; gqq – H0pΓ; gq.
Because H0pΓ; gq “ 0 by the assumption one can conclude that H2pΓ; gq “ 0. 
Now we take the quotient of HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq by the conjugation action of
PSLnpRq. This action of PSLnpRq on HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq is free as Zpρq “ t1u.
Moreover, due to Kim [22, Lemma 1], the action on HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq is proper.
This allows us to define the smooth manifold
XnpΓq :“ HomspΓ,PSLnpRqq{PSLnpRq.
The space Homsppiorb1 pOq,PSL3pRqq contains special elements. Let O be a closed
orientable hyperbolic cone 2-orbifold. A Fuchsian representation is a representa-
tion that is of the form piorb1 pOq ρFÑ POp2, 1q ãÑ PSL3pRq where ρF : piorb1 pOq Ñ
POp2, 1q is a discrete faithful representation that corresponds to an element of
the Teichmu¨ller space. We denote by CT ppiorb1 pOqq the connected component of
Homsppiorb1 pOq,PSL3pRqq that contains the Fuchsian representations.
Now assume that BO ‰ H. We define Fuchsian representations as we did for the
closed orbifolds case. Then CT ppiorb1 pOqq is defined to be the set of representations in
Homsppiorb1 pOq,PSL3pRqq that can be continuously deformed to a Fuchsian through
a path ρt such that ρtpζq is hyperbolic for all t and for all boundary component ζ.
Theorem 2.6 (Choi-Goldman [6]). Let O be a compact orientable cone 2-orbifold
of negative Euler characteristic. Then the holonomy map
Hol : CpOq Ñ CT ppiorb1 pOqq{PSL3pRq
taking rph,devqs to rhs is a homeomorphism onto its image.
Remark 2.7. One can say that CT ppiorb1 pOqq{PSL3pRq is the Hitchin component for
an orbifold O. Another approach to this object is recently made by Alessandrini-
Lee-Schaffhauser [1].
In light of Theorem 2.6, we identify CpOq with its image in CT ppiorb1 pOqq{PSL3pRq
from now on. By pulling back the smooth structure of CT ppiorb1 pOqq{PSL3pRq by the
map Hol, we can equip CpOq with the smooth structure.
Suppose that O has boundary components ζ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζb. Let Γ :“ piorb1 pOq. Let
B “ tB1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bbu be a set of conjugacy classes in SLnpRq. For later use, we define
HomBs pΓ,PSLnpRqq :“ tρ P HomspΓ,PSLnpRq | ρpζiq P Bi for i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bu
and
XBn pΓq :“ HomBs pΓ,PSLnpRqq{PSLnpRq.
We also define CBpOq in the same manner. Then CBpOq is a submanifolds of XB3 pΓq.
We end this section by mentioning the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8. The holonomy ρ of RP2pOq has the following properties
(a) ρ is irreducible.
(b) If, in addition, ρ is a holonomy of CpOq then Zpρq “ t1u and ρ is strongly
irreducible.
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Proof. (a). It is a result of Choi-Goldman [6] that ρppiorb1 pOqq does not fix a point.
To show that ρppiorb1 pOqq does not preserve any line in RP2, suppose on the contrary
that there is a line l that is invariant under the action of ρppiorb1 pOqq. Since O does
not have mirror points, l is a line joining two fixed points p, q of a hyperbolic element
in piorb1 pOq. Then p and q must be fixed by ρppiorb1 pOqq which is a contradiction.
(b). The first assertion follows from (a) and a modified version of Schur’s lemma:
If g P GLnpRq is a automorphism on an irreducible piorb1 pOq-module that has at
least one eigenvector then g is a scalar. Recall that if ρ P CpOq then we can lift
ρ : piorb1 pOq Ñ PGL3pRq to a representation into GL3pRq. (See [22, Lemma 5])
For the second assertion of (b), we note that every finite index subgroup Γ of
piorb1 pOq admits a further finite index subgroup which is isomorphic to a surface
group say Γ1. Since ρ|Γ1 is in the PSL3pRq-Hitchin component, it is irreducible.
Therefore ρ|Γ itself must be irreducible. 
2.3. Splitting, pasting and folding. Let O be a convex projective compact ori-
entable cone 2-orbifold with genus g, b boundary components and c cone points of
orders r1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rc. Let rhs be a (conjugacy class) of the holonomy representation for
the convex projective structure on O.
Choose a canonical presentation
Γ :“ piorb1 pOq “ xx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc | r “ r1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rc “ 1y
where
r “
gź
i“1
rxi, yis
bź
j“1
zj
cź
k“1
sk
and where ri “ srii , i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , c.
We also choose conjugacy classes B “ tB1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bbu and consider CBpOq the de-
formation space of convex projective structures onO with fixed boundary holonomies,
hpziq P Bi, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b.
2.3.1. Splitting along a full 1-suborbifold. Suppose that O has cb ě 2 numbers of
order two cone points. Let s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , scb be the corresponding order two generators of
piorb1 pOq. A full 1-suborbifold is an embedded 1-suborbifold which is a segment with
both endpoints being mirror points. Topologically a full 1-suborbifold is the image
under the projection rO Ñ O of a segment that joins two fixed points of two order
2 elements.
Let us say s1 and s2 are order two elements of pi
orb
1 pOq. Let p1 and p2 be cor-
responding order two cone points in O. The convex projective structure on O tells
us that hps1s2q is hyperbolic and is conjugate to a matrix of the form¨˝
λ 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 λ´1
‚˛
for some λ ą 1. The geodesic segments in devp rOq joining the isolated fixed points
of hps1q and hps2q are contained in the principal line rξ of hps1s2q. A principal full
1-suborbifold ξ between p1 and p2 is, by definition, the image of a principal segment
of hps1s2q in O under the covering map rO Ñ O.
Suppose that ξ is any full 1-suborbifold between order two cone points p1 and
p2. Due to Lemma 4.1 of Choi-Goldman [6] we can isotope ξ to a principal full 1-
suborbifold provided Ozξ has negative Euler characteristic. We use the same letter
ξ to denote this principal full 1-suborbifold. Then the convex projective structure
with principal boundary condition on O induces the canonical convex projective
structure with principal boundary condition on the completion of Ozξ. We thus get
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the splitting map SP : CpOq Ñ CpOzξq that equips Ozξ with this canonical convex
projective structure.
This map can be best understood in terms of its effect on the holonomy rep-
resentation. To describe this, we observe that there is piorb1 pOzξq is a subgroup of
piorb1 pOq and it admits a presentation
xx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb, zb`1, s3, s4, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc |
gź
i“1
rxi, yis
b`1ź
i“1
zi
cź
i“3
si,
sr33 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ srcc “ 1y
where the inclusion ι : piorb1 pOzξq Ñ piorb1 pOq is induced from the set map on the
generating set
xi ÞÑ xi, yi ÞÑ yi, si ÞÑ si
zi ÞÑ zi, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b
zb`1 ÞÑ s1s2.
This inclusion induces the smooth map ι˚ : X3ppiorb1 pOqq Ñ X3ppiorb1 pOzξqq defined
by rρs ÞÑ rρ ˝ ιs. Then the following relation holds
Hol ˝ SP “ ι˚ ˝Hol.
2.3.2. Splitting along a essential simple closed curves. Let XO be an underlying
space of O. Let ΣO be the set of singularities and let X 1O :“ XOzΣO. By an
essential simple closed curve in O we mean a simple closed curve in X 1O that is not
homotopic to a point, a boundary component or a puncture. Let ξ be an essential
simple closed curve in O. If each connected component of Ozξ has negative Euler
characteristic, then by Lemma 4.1 of Choi-Goldman [6], ξ can be isotoped to a
principal closed geodesic, which is denoted again by ξ. Because hpξq is in Hyp`,
the convex projective structure with principal boundary condition on O induces the
canonical convex projective structure with principal boundary condition on Ozξ.
The effect of splitting along ξ varies by connectedness of Ozξ. If Ozξ is dis-
connected and has two connected components O1 and O2, we have the splitting
map SP : CpOq Ñ CpO1q ˆ CpO2q that assigns the induced convex projective
structure on each Oi. At the same time, we can decompose piorb1 pOq into the amal-
gamated product of piorb1 pOq “ piorb1 pO1q ‹ξ piorb1 pO2q. Let ιi denote the inclusions
piorb1 pOiq Ñ piorb1 pOq that induce the map ιi˚ : X3ppiorb1 pOqq Ñ X3ppiorb1 pOiqq as
above. Then we have
pHol1 ˆHol2q ˝ SP “ pι1˚ ˆ ι2˚ q ˝Hol.
If ξ is non-separating so that Ozξ “: O0 remains connected, we have the splitting
map SP : CpOq Ñ CpO0q and the decomposition of piorb1 pOq into the HNN-extension
piorb1 pO0q‹ξ,ξK . Denote by ι : piorb1 pO0q Ñ piorb1 pOq the inclusion with the induced
map ι˚ : X3ppiorb1 pOqq Ñ X3ppiorb1 pO0qq. Then we have the relation Hol ˝ SP “
ι˚ ˝Hol.
2.3.3. Splitting along a family. Now we treat a general situation. Let tξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξmu
be a set of pairwise disjoint essential simple closed curves or full 1-suborbifolds.
Suppose that each connected component of OzŤmi“1 ξi has also negative Euler
characteristic. As we did above, we can isotope ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm to pairwise disjoint prin-
cipal simple closed geodesics or principal full 1-suborbifolds. The resulting prin-
cipal geodesics and principal full 1-suborbifolds will be denoted by the same let-
ters ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm. Let O1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ol be the completions of connected components of
OzŤmi“1 ξi. The convex projective structure with principal boundary on O induces
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the convex projective structure with principal boundary on each Oi. By the con-
struction, we know that for each i, the boundary holonomies of Oi are hyperbolic.
Therefore this splitting operation induces the splitting map
SP : CpOq Ñ CpO1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CpOlq.
As we described above, the holonomy hi of the induced convex projective struc-
ture on each Oi is the restriction of h to the subgroup piorb1 pOiq Ă piorb1 pOq. In
other words if we denote the inclusion piorb1 pOiq Ñ piorb1 pOq by ιi, we have the
commutative diagram
CpOq
Hol

SP // CpO1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CpOlq
Hol1ˆ¨¨¨ˆHoll

X3ppiorb1 pOqq
ι˚
// X3ppiorb1 pO1qq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ X3ppiorb1 pOlqq
where ι˚ is given by ι˚prhsq “ prh ˝ ι1s, rh ˝ ι2s, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rh ˝ ιlsq.
We will see that the map SP is a submersion but is not an injection. Pasting
and folding are the processes that produce a section of SP.
3. Preliminaries on group cohomology
In this section we define group pairs and their parabolic cohomology group to
study the local structure of character varieties through the cohomology of the orb-
ifold fundamental group.
We introduce four types of projective resolutions. By using these resolutions, we
prove Proposition 3.8 which states that the orbifold fundamental group of com-
pact orientable cone orbifolds with negative Euler characteristic has a finite length
projective resolution. In Proposition 3.9 we give a characterization of the parabolic
cohomology in terms of the bar resolution. They are preliminary results for the
construction of the symplectic form.
Throughout this section we will use G to denote the Lie group PSLnpRq with its
Lie algebra g if we do not need to specify n. A representation ρ : Γ Ñ G induces a
linear representation Ad ˝ρ : Γ Ñ GLpgq and this turns g into a (left) RΓ-module.
We denote this RΓ-module by gρ or just g if the representation ρ is clear from the
context.
3.1. Group pairs and the parabolic group cohomology. The parabolic group
cohomology was first considered by Weil [31]. Here we recall the construction of the
parabolic cohomology for the purpose of describing the tangent space of relative
character variety XBn pΓq. We adopt the description for the parabolic group coho-
mology from [14].
Let Γ be a finitely generated group. By a group pair, we mean a pair pΓ,Sq “
pΓ, tΓ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Γbuq of a group Γ and a collection S of its finitely generated subgroups
Γ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Γb.
Definition 3.1. Let pΓ,Sq “ pΓ, tΓ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Γbuq be a group pair. An auxiliary reso-
lution for pΓ,Sq consists of the following data:
‚ A projective resolution R˚ Ñ R of the trivial RΓ-module R
‚ Projective resolutions Ai˚ Ñ R of the trivial RΓi-module R for each i “
1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b. These resolutions have the property that A˚ :“ ‘bi“1RΓbΓi Ai˚
is a direct summand of the projective resolution R˚ Ñ R.
Let pR˚, Ai˚q be an auxiliary resolution for a group pair pΓ,Sq. Since A˚ is a
direct summand of R˚, we have a chain complex of RΓ-modules R˚{A˚ Ñ R. For
any RΓ-module M , we apply the HomΓp´,Mq to R˚{A˚ to get the chain complex
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pHomΓpR˚{A˚,Mq, δq. We define the relative group cohomology H˚pΓ,S;Mq with
coefficients in M to be the cohomology of this chain complex pHomΓpR˚{A˚,Mq, δq.
Consider the following long exact sequence associated to the exact sequence
0 Ñ A˚ Ñ R˚ Ñ R˚{A˚ Ñ 0:
(1) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
bà
i“1
H0pΓi;Mq Ñ H1pΓ,S;Mq Ñ H1pΓ;Mq Ñ
bà
i“1
H1pΓi;Mq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Definition 3.2. The 1st parabolic cohomology H1parpΓ,S;Mq of the group pair
pΓ,Sq with coefficients in M is defined by the image of H1pΓ,S;Mq in H1pΓ;Mq.
We mostly use the Γ-module gρ for some representation ρ : Γ Ñ G as our
coefficients.
We discuss a functorial property of the parabolic group cohomology. Let pΓ,Sq
be a group pair. Let S 1 be a subset of S. We can construct auxiliary resolutions
pR˚, A˚q for pΓ,Sq and pR˚, A1˚ q for pΓ,S 1q such that A1˚ is a direct summand
of A˚. Hence we have a chain map R˚{A1˚ Ñ R˚{A˚ which induces the map
H1pΓ,S;Mq Ñ H1pΓ,S 1;Mq. Note that this map is not necessarily injective. How-
ever, we have injectivity in the parabolic group cohomology.
Lemma 3.3. Let pΓ,Sq be a group pair. Let S 1 be a subset of S Then the induced
map
H1parpΓ,S;Mq Ñ H1parpΓ,S 1;Mq
is injective.
Proof. Let Z1pΓ,S;Mq :“ kerpHomΓpR1{A1,Mq Ñ HomΓpR2{A2,Mqq be the
space of relative cocycles. Define Z1pΓ,S 1;Mq in the same fashion. Then we know
that Z1pΓ,S;Mq and Z1pΓ,S 1;Mq are both embedded in the space of 1-cochains
HomΓpR1,Mq. Let B1pΓ;Mq :“ ImagepHomΓpR0,Mq Ñ HomΓpR1,Mqq be the
space of 1-coboundaries. Then the injection Z1pΓ,S;Mq Ñ Z1pΓ,S 1;Mq gives rise
to the injection
Z1pΓ,S;Mq
B1pΓ;Mq Ñ
Z1pΓ,S 1;Mq
B1pΓ;Mq .
The left hand side is, by definition, H1parpΓ,S;Mq and the right hand side equals
H1parpΓ,S 1;Mq. This yields the lemma. 
3.2. Models for the group cohomolgy. The purpose of this section is to con-
struct four different models for the group cohomology, each of which has its own
benefits.
Throughout this section, O denotes a compact connected oriented cone orbifold
of negative Euler characteristic with genus g, b boundary components and c cone
points. We choose a base point p0 in the interior of O and fix a presentation
(2) Γ :“ piorb1 pO, p0q
“ xx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc | r “ r1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rc “ 1y
where
r “
gź
i“1
rxi, yis
bź
j“1
zj
cź
k“1
sk
and where ri “ srii , i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , c.
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3.2.1. The bar resolution. The bar resolution is the standard resolution of the trivial
RΓ-module R for any group Γ. For the sake of completeness, we briefly remind the
readers of its construction.
We first define the n-chain BnpΓq, n ą 0 to be the free RΓ-module based on
the elements of the form Jg1|g2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnK where g1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gn P Γzt1u. Exceptionally we
define B0pΓq :“ RΓrp0s. The differential is given by
BpJg1|g2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnKq “ g1Jg2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnK` n´1ÿ
i“1
p´1qiJg1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gigi`1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnK
` p´1qnJg1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gn´1K
for n ą 1 and by
BpJgKq “ gJp0K´ Jp0K.
It is well-known and is proven in Lemma 3.4 under the general setting that
(3) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ B2pΓq Ñ B1pΓq Ñ B0pΓq Ñ RÑ 0
is a free resolution.
3.2.2. The groupoid bar resolution. A groupoid is a small category whose mor-
phisms are all invertible. For a morphism f in a groupoid, we denote by opfq and
tpfq its domain and range respectively.
Given a compact orientable cone orbifold O of negative Euler characteristic, we
choose a point pi at each boundary component ζi. Define rΓ “ piorb1 pO, tp0, p1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pbuq
to be the fundamental groupoid of O with base p0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pb. We fix, for each i, a path
wi from p0 to pi. Let ζi be the boundary loop based at pi so that the complement
of x1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc, w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wb, ζ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζb in the underlying space XO is
a union of open disks. We then have the following presentation of rΓ
rΓ “ xx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wb, ζ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζb, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc |
gź
i“1
rxi, yis
bź
i“1
wiζiw
´1
i
cź
i“1
si “ sr11 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ srcc “ 1y.
There is a natural groupoid morphism ext : Γ Ñ rΓ given by
xi ÞÑ xi, yi ÞÑ yi, zi ÞÑ wiζiw´1i , si ÞÑ si.
On the other hand, we have the groupoid morphism ret : rΓ Ñ Γ defined by
xi ÞÑ xi, yi ÞÑ yi, wi ÞÑ 1, ζi ÞÑ zi, si ÞÑ si.
Now we define the n-chain rBnpΓq, n ą 0 to be the free RΓ-module over the
elements of the form Jg1|g2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnK
where gi P rΓzt1u such that tpgiq “ opgi`1q. The 0-chain rB0pΓq is given by the free
RΓ-module on tJp0K, ¨ ¨ ¨ , JpbKu. The differential B : rBnpΓq Ñ rBn´1pΓq is defined by
BpJg1|g2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnKq “ retpg1qJg2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnK
`
n´1ÿ
i“1
p´1qiJg1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gigi`1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnK` p´1qnJg1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gn´1K
for n ą 1 and
BpJgKq “ retpgqJtpgqK´ JopgqK.
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Lemma 3.4. Define the augmentation rε : rB0pΓq Ñ R by rεpř aiJpiKq “ ř εpaiq
where ε : RΓ Ñ R is the usual augmentation map given by εpřniγiq “ řni. Then
the complex rB˚pΓq rεÑ RÑ 0 is exact.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that BB “ 0. To prove the exactness, we use
the homotopy operator hn : rBnpΓq Ñ rBn`1pΓq defined by
hnpgJg1|g2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnKq “ #Jgg1 |g1|g2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |gnK if g ‰ 1
0 if g “ 1
where gg1 “ extpgqwi for the generator wi of rΓ that joins p0 and the origin opg1q
of g1. Observe that retpgg1q “ g and pg retpg1qqg2 “ gg1g1 for g P Γ, and g1, g2 P rΓ.
Using this observation, one can check that hB`Bh “ Id which proves the exactness
of rB˚pΓq. 
Therefore we have another free resolution rBipΓq
(4) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ rBipΓq Ñ rBi´1pΓq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ rB1pΓq Ñ rB0pΓq Ñ RÑ 0.
3.2.3. The geometric resolution I. We consider another model which is based on the
canonical cellular decomposition of O. This resolution carries more clear geometric
picture of the group piorb1 pOq. Although this type of resolution may be classical and
well-known, its construction is somehow scattered all over the old literatures, for
instance, [24], [9], [16], and [25]. Here, we give the specific construction that fits for
our situation.
Our free resolution consists of free RΓ-modules
Gk “ RΓrr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rcs, for k ě 3
G2 “ RΓrr, r1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rcs,
G1 “ RΓrx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , scs, and
G0 “ RΓrp0s.
To distinguish the generators of each module from group elements, we enclose the
generators of modules by the double bracket J¨K.
Now we introduce the Fox derivatives [8], the essential ingredients to define the
differential.
Definition 3.5. Let F be the free group on generators v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn. The Fox deriva-
tives BBvi : RF Ñ RF , i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n are R-linear operators with the following
properties
‚ For every j,
Bvj
Bvi “
#
1 if i “ j
0 if i ‰ j .
‚ For every x, y P RF ,
Bxy
Bvi “
Bx
Bvi εpyq ` x
By
Bvi
where ε : RF Ñ R is the augmentation map.
‚ (The mean value property) For every x P RF ,
x “ εpxq1`
nÿ
i“1
Bx
Bvi pvi ´ 1q.
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Using this Fox derivatives, the differential is given by
BpJriKq :“ psi ´ 1qJriK, for JriK P G3,G5,G7, ¨ ¨ ¨
BpJriKq :“ p1` si ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sri´1i qJriK, for JriK P G4,G6,G8, ¨ ¨ ¨
BpJriKq :“ BriBsi JsiK “ p1` si ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sri´1i qJsiK, for JriK P G2,
BpJrKq :“ gÿ
i“1
ˆ Br
Bxi JxiK` BrByi JyiK
˙
`
bÿ
i“1
Br
Bzi JziK`
cÿ
i“1
Br
Bsi JsiK
BpJxiKq :“ pxi ´ 1qJp0K, BpJyiKq :“ pyi ´ 1qJp0K
BpJziKq :“ pzi ´ 1qJp0K, BpJsiKq :“ psi ´ 1qJp0K.
Together with this differential we get the chain complex of free RΓ-modules
(5) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Gk Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ G2 Ñ G1 Ñ G0 Ñ RÑ 0.
Lemma 3.6. The chain complex pG˚, Bq is exact.
Proof. Using the mean value property of the Fox derivatives, we can show that
BB “ 0.
Let G be the generating set of the presentation (2) and let G1 “ GYG´1. Denote
by } ¨ } the word length with respect to the presentation (2). Observe that G1 “
RΓrGs. We also know that RΓ “ RF {N where F is the free group on G and N is
the ideal in RF generated by the elements of the form px´ 1q for x in the normal
closure of r, r1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rc.
Suppose that Bpxq “ εpxq “ 0 for x P G0. Write x “ ři nigi where ni P Rzt0u
and gi P Γ. Since such an expression is unique, the quantity `pxq :“ ři }gi} is well-
defined. We show that x “ Bpyq for some y P G1 by induction on `pxq. If `pxq “ 2,
x is of the form x “ n1v1 ` n2v2 where v1, v2 P G1. Since n1 ` n2 “ 0, we have
x “ n1pv1 ´ 1q ` n2pv2 ´ 1q. Therefore x “ Bpn1Jv1K ` n2Jv2Kq. If vi P G´1, then
we use the expression ´nivipv´1i ´ 1q instead of nipvi ´ 1q so that ´niviJv´1i K P
RΓrGs “ G1. Now suppose that `pxq ą 2. Write x “ řiě1 nigi as before. Observe
that at least one, say g1, is not the identity element. Let v}g}v}g}´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v1 be the
reduced word representing g1 and let g
1 “ v}g}v}g}´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v2. Then we can write
x “ n1g1pv1 ´ 1q ` n1g1 `řią1 nigi. Let x1 “ n1g1 `řią1 nigi. Since `px1q ă `pxq
and since εpx1q “ 0, by the induction hypothesis, we can find y1 P G1 such that
Bpy1q “ x1. Then Bpn1g1Jv1K ` y1q “ x and this completes the induction. Again if
v1 P G´1 then use ´n1g1v1pv´11 ´ 1q instead. This yields the exactness at G0.
Now we prove the exactness at G1. For this let x “ řiě1 diJviK P G1 be such
that Bpxq “ 0 where di P RΓ. Being Bpxq “ 0 means, after lifting to the free group
F , that
ř
iě1 dipvi ´ 1q “
ř
jě1 njpmj ´ 1q for nj P RΓzt0u and mi in the normal
closure of r, r1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rc. By applying the Fox derivative BBvi on both sides we get
di “
ÿ
jě1
nj
Bmj
Bvi .
Since mj is in the normal closure of the words r, r1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rc, mj is a product of
words of the forms gr˘1g´1 and gr˘1i g´1. Observe that
B
Bvi pgr
˘1g´1q “ ˘g BrBvi .
This observation, in particular, implies that
Bmj
Bvi can be written as
Bmj
Bvi “ fj
Br
Bvi `
cÿ
k“1
hj,k
Brk
Bvi
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for elements fj and hj,k of RΓ which depend only on j. This shows that x is the
image of ÿ
jě1
pnjfjqJrK` cÿ
k“1
ÿ
jě1
njhj,kJrkK.
This shows the exactness at G1.
The exactness at Gk, k ą 2 follows immediately from the following lemma:
Lemma 3.7 (Also proven in [25]). Let x P RΓ be such that xpsi ´ 1q “ 0 then
x “ x1psri´1i ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` si ` 1q for some x1 P RΓ. If xpsri´1i ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` si ` 1q “ 0 then
x “ x1psi ´ 1q for some x1 P RΓ.
Proof. Suppose that xpsi ´ 1q “ 0. Then xsi “ x. Inductively, we have that x “
xsi “ xs2i “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xsri´1i . Therefore, rix “ x ` xsi ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xsri´1i . This yields
x “ xri ¨ psri´1i ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` si ` 1q.
For the second assertion, assume that xpsri´1i ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` si ` 1q “ 0. Lifting to the
free group ring RF , we have that xpsri´1i `¨ ¨ ¨`si`1q “ y for some y P N . Observe
that, since εpxpsri´1i ` ¨ ¨ ¨` si` 1qq “ εpxqri “ 0, we have εpxq “ 0. Apply the Fox
derivatives to get ByBv “ ri BxBv for all v P Gztsiu. Hence by the mean value property,
x “ εpxq `
ÿ
vPG
Bx
Bv pv ´ 1q “
Bx
Bsi psi ´ 1q `
ÿ
vPGztsiu
1
ri
By
Bv pv ´ 1q.
Again by the mean value property, we haveÿ
vPGztsiu
1
ri
By
Bv pv ´ 1q “
1
ri
ˆ
y ´ εpyq ´ ByBsi psi ´ 1q
˙
“ 1
ri
ˆ
y ´ ByBsi psi ´ 1q
˙
.
Thus
x “
ˆ Bx
Bsi ´
1
ri
By
Bsi
˙
psi ´ 1q ` y
ri
.
Modulo N , we have that x “
´
Bx
Bsi ´ 1ri ByBsi
¯
psi ´ 1q. 
Finally, we show the exactness at G2. Let x “ d0JrK`řci“1 diJriK be such thatBpxq “ 0.
If b ą 0 then since the coefficient of Bpxq of JziK is
d0
Br
Bzi “ d0
gź
k“1
rxk, yks
ź
jăi
zj ,
we know that d0 “ 0. Due to Lemma 3.7, then, we have di “ d1ipsi ´ 1q for some
d1i P RΓ as we wanted.
If g ą 0 we look at the coefficient of Bpxq of Jx1K, which is
d0
Br
Bx1 “ d0p1´ x1y1x
´1
1 q.
Since y1 is not a torsion, d0p1´ x1y1x´11 q ‰ 0 unless d0 “ 0. To conclude we argue
as in the previous case.
Therefore, it remains the case when b “ g “ 0, in which we must have c ě 3 by
hyperbolicity of Γ. Note that it suffices to show d0 “ 0. Note also that Bpxq “ 0
means
cÿ
i“1
ˆ
d0
Br
Bsi ` di
Bri
Bsi
˙ JsiK “ cÿ
i“1
`
d0ps1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ si´1q ` dip1` si ` ¨ ¨ ¨ sri´1i q
˘ JsiK “ 0.
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Since r “ s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sc “ 1, we get
d0 “ ´djp1` sj ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` srj´1j qps1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sj´1q´1
“ ´djp1` sj ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` srj´1j qsjsj`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sc
“ ´djp1` sj ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` srj´1j qsj`1sj`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sc
“ ´dj BrjBsj sj`1sj`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sc
from the coefficient of JsjK. On the other hand, by looking at the coefficient ofJsj`1K, we have
d0 “ ´dj`1p1` sj`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` srj`1´1j`1 qps1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjq´1
“ ´dj`1p1` sj`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` srj`1´1j`1 qsj`1sj`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sc
“ ´dj`1 Brj`1Bsj`1 sj`1sj`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sc.
Hence,
´d0 “ d1 Br1Bs1 “ d2
Br2
Bs2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ dc
Brc
Bsc .
Then d0psi´ 1q “ 0 for all i, from which we can conclude that d0px´ 1q “ 0 for all
x P Γ. Since c ě 3, Γ is infinite and there is a non-torsion element x0 P Γ. Therefore
d0px0 ´ 1q “ 0 for some non-torsion element x0. This leads us to d0 “ 0 as we
wanted. 
3.2.4. The geometric resolution II. We present the last projective resolution which
is a slightly refined version of the previous one. This model is particularly useful
for computing the parabolic cohomology.
As we did in the construction of the groupoid bar resolution, we additionally
pick a point pi on each ζi and a path wi from p0 to pi in such a way that the
complement of
x1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc, w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wb, ζ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζb
in the underlying topological space XO of O is a union of open disks.
As before, letrGk “ RΓrr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rcs, for k ě 3rG2 “ RΓrr, r1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rcs,rG1 “ RΓrx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, ζ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζb, w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wb, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , scs, andrG0 “ RΓrp0, p1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pbs.
Again to avoid any potential confusion, we place the generators of each module
inside the double bracket J¨K. We define the differential by
BpJriKq :“ psi ´ 1qJriK, for JriK P rG3, rG5, rG7, ¨ ¨ ¨
BpJriKq :“ p1` si ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sri´1i qJriK, for JriK P rG4, rG6, rG8, ¨ ¨ ¨
BpJriKq :“ BriBsi JsiK “ p1` si ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sri´1i qJsiK, for JriK P rG2
BpJrKq :“ gÿ
i“1
ˆ Br
Bxi JxiK` BrByi JyiK
˙
`
bÿ
i“1
Br
Bzi JζiK`
cÿ
i“1
Br
Bsi JsiK`
bÿ
i“1
Br
Bzi p1´ ziqJwiK
BpJxiKq :“ pxi ´ 1qJp0K, BpJyiKq :“ pyi ´ 1qJp0K, BpJwiKq “ JpiK´ Jp0K
BpJζiKq :“ pzi ´ 1qJp0K, BpJsiKq :“ psi ´ 1qJp0K.
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By adopting the proof of Lemma 3.6, one can show that
(6) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ rG3 Ñ rG2 Ñ rG1 Ñ rG0 Ñ RÑ 0
gives also a free resolution.
3.3. Consequences. We list some consequences of the above construction of var-
ious resolutions.
Recall that a group Γ is of type FP over R if there is a resolution
0 Ñ R2 Ñ R1 Ñ R0 Ñ RÑ 0
such that each Ri is projective and finitely generated RΓ-module.
Proposition 3.8. Let O be a compact orientable cone orbifold of negative Euler
chatacteristic. Then Γ “ piorb1 pOq is of type FP over R.
Proof. We begin with the geometric resolution (5). Let Q be the submodule gener-
ated by Jr1K, ¨ ¨ ¨ , JrcK in G2. Consider
G12 :“ RΓrrs, G11 :“ G1{BpQq, G10 “ G0, and G1j “ 0 for j ě 3.
In light of Lemma 3.7, we know that
G11 – RΓrx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb, s ‘
cà
i“1
pRΓbRQi Kiq
where Qi is a finite cyclic subgroup of Γ generated by si and Ki is the kernel of the
augmentation map ε : RQi Ñ R. Since Qi is finite, we have a section σ : RÑ RQi
of ε defined by σpxq “ 1#Qi
ř
γPQi x ¨γ. Therefore, Ki is a projective RQi-module. It
follows that RΓbRQiKi is a projective RΓ-module. Therefore G11 is also projective.
The new complex
(7) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0 Ñ G12 Ñ G11 Ñ G10 Ñ R
is clearly exact and hence a projective resolution of length 2. 
We can also obtain the following description of the parabolic cohomology. While
the result itself might be well-known, we are not able to find a good reference for
its proof. For the sake of completeness, we include the proof here as well.
Proposition 3.9. Let S “ txz1y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xzbyu. In terms of the groupoid bar resolution,
the parabolic cohomology is represented by the parabolic cocyclesrZ1parpΓ,S; gq :“ tu P rZ1pΓ; gq |upJζiKq “ 0, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bu
where rZ1pΓ; gq “ kerpHomΓprB1pΓq, gq Ñ HomΓprB2pΓq, gqq is the group of usual
cocycle.
In terms of the bar resolution, the parabolic cohomology is represented by
Z1parpΓ,S; gq :“ tu P Z1pΓ; gq |upJziKq “ zi¨Xi´Xi for some Xi P g, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bu
where Z1pΓ; gq “ kerpHomΓpB1pΓq, gq Ñ HomΓpB2pΓq, gqq.
Proof. The proof goes as follow. We first characterize the parabolic cohomology in
terms of the resolution (4) that captures the peripheral structure well. Then we
translate (4) into the bar resolution (3) and carefully track the parabolic cocycles.
For each i, we define Aij , j ą 0, to be the free Rrxziys-module on the set
tJx1|x2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |xjK |x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xj P xziyzt1uu. We let Ai0 “ Rrxziysrpis. The differential
is defined in the same way as that of the bar resolution. Then it is clear that
Aj :“Àbi“1RΓbAij is a direct summand of rBjpΓq and prB˚pΓq, A˚q is an auxiliary
resolution for the pair pΓ,Sq.
By taking HomΓp´, gq on the complex rB˚pΓq{A˚, we get the chain complex
C˚pΓ,S; gq :“ HomΓprB˚pΓq{A˚, gq for H˚pΓ,S; gq. The map j : H1pΓ,S; gq Ñ
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H1pΓ; gq in (1) sends the space of 1-cocycles kerpC1pΓ,S; gq Ñ C2pΓ,S; gqq torZ1parpΓ,S; gq. This proves the first part of the lemma.
For the second part, we use the homotopy equivalence ext : B˚pΓq Ñ rB˚pΓq.
Observe that, by using the cocycle condition,
upextpJziKqq “ upJwiζiw´1i Kq “ upJwiKq ´ zi ¨ upJwiKq.
Therefore, ext sends rZ1parpΓ,S; gq to Z1parpΓ,S; gq. 
4. The symplectic structure on orbifold Hitchin components
In this section, we construct the Atiyah-Bott-Goldman type symplectic form on
the relative character variety XBn pΓq of the orbifold group Γ “ piorb1 pOq.
In section 4.1, we apply the Poincare´ duality to produce a nondegenerate anti-
symmetric bilinear pairing ωPD on TrρsXBn pΓq. Lemma 4.5 and the fact that Γ is of
type FP over R, which is proven in the previous section, guarantee that Γ has the
Poincare´ duality map. In Lemma 4.8, we give an explicit form of the fundamental
cycle of Γ which leads to the concrete formula for the pairing ωPD in Theorem
4.13. Then we embed XBn pΓq into XB1n ppi1pX 1Oqq as a open submanifold where X 1O
is some compact surface obtained by removing cone points of O. We show that ωPD
is the pull-back of the (well-known) Atiyah-Bott symplectic form on XB1n ppi1pX 1Oqq.
In section 4.2, we construct another 2-form ωH defined on a neighborhood
of HomBpΓ, Gq by modifying Huebschmann [17] and Guruprasad-Huebschmann-
Jeffrey-Weinstein [14]. From the construction we know that the 2-form ωH is equiv-
ariantly closed in a small neighborhood of HomBpΓ, Gq. We show in Theorem 4.23
that, after taking the symplectic reduction, ωH “ ´ωPD on XBn pΓq.
Consequently, we know that ω :“ ωPD “ ´ωH is a closed non-degenerate 2-form
on XBn pΓq and this form ω will be our Atiyah-Bott-Goldman symplectic form.
Throughout this section G denotes the Lie group PSLnpRq and g its Lie algebra.
We also adopt the following notation.
Notation 4.1. Let O be a compact orientable cone 2-orbifold of negative Euler
characteristic. Let ζ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζb be boundary components of O. By choosing a path
from a base point of piorb1 pOq to each ζi, we can view ζi as an element of piorb1 pOq.
Then we denote by Bpiorb1 pOq a set txζ1y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xζbyu. Although Bpiorb1 pOq is defined
only up to conjugation, this ambiguity does not make any difference in our discus-
sion.
4.1. Construction by the Poincare´ duality. As in the previous section, denote
by O a compact orientable cone orbifold of negative Euler characteristic and Γ the
orbifold fundamental group piorb1 pOq. We continue to use the presentation (2) for Γ.
Let F be the free group on tx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zbu and let
F# :“ xx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb|r1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rc “ 1y
where ri “ srii . Let Qi “ xsiy be a cyclic subgroup of F# generated by si. As
H2pQi, gρq “ 0 for any ρ P HompQi, Gq, HompQi, Gq is a smooth embedded sub-
space of HompZ, Gq “ G and so is HompF#, Gq “ G2g`b ˆ HompQ1, Gq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ
HompQc, Gq.
The tangent space of G at g P G can be identified with g as follows. Recall
that the Lie algebra g is the tangent space of G at the identity element. Write
Rg : G Ñ G the right translation defined by Rgphq “ hg. This map induces
the tangent map g Ñ TgG. Similarly for ρ “ pg1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , g2g`b`cq P HompF#, Gq,
write Rρ˚ : g2g`b`c Ñ Tρ HompF#, Gq the tangent map of the coordinate-wise
right translation Rρ : G
2g`b`c Ñ G2g`b`c defined by Rρph1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , h2g`b`cq “
ph1g1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , h2g`b`cg2g`b`cq.
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We have the conjugation action of G on HomBpF#, Gq. For each X P g induces
the fundamental vector field X defined by the formula Xρpfq “ ddtfpexpp´tXq ¨ρq,
where f P C8pHompF#, Gqq, and where ρ P HompF#, Gq. This gives rise to the
linear map A : X ÞÑ Xρ from g to Tρ HomBpF#, Gq.
Finally let E : HompF#, Gq Ñ G be the map defined by Epρq “ ρprq. Then we
know that HompΓ, Gq “ E´1p1q.
Lemma 4.2. Let G1˚ Ñ RÑ 0 be the resolution (7). The chain complex C˚pΓ; gq “
HomΓpG1˚ , gq that computes H˚pΓ; gq fits into the commutative diagram
C0pΓ; gq //
“

C1pΓ; gq //
Rρ˚

C2pΓ; gq
REpρq˚

TeG
A
// Tρ HompF#, Gq
E˚
// TEpρqG
where Rρ and REpρq are the right translation maps.
Proof. For each j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , c, let tj “ tX P g |X ` sj ¨X ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` srj´1j ¨X “ 0u.
Observe that
C1pΓ; gq “ g2g`b ˆ t1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ tc.
Since HompF#, Gq “ G2g`b ˆ HompQ1, Gq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ HompQc, Gq, it is enough to
check that tj can be identified with Tρ HompQj , Gq under the right translation.
For this, we show that if ρt is an analytic curve in HompQj , Gq with ρ0 “ ρ then
Xi :“
`
d
dtρtpsiq|t“0
˘
ρpsiq´1 is in ti. Indeed, since ρtpsiqri “ 1, we have that
0 “ Xiρpsiqri ` ρpsiqXiρpsiqri´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ρpsiqri´1Xiρpsiq
“ Xi ` si ¨Xi ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sri´1i ¨Xi
as desired.
Commutativity of the diagram can be seen by straightforward computations. 
The following corollary is known for closed surface groups. Here we record the
same result for orbifold groups.
Corollary 4.3. If H2pΓ; gρq “ 0 then ρ has a neighborhood that is an analytically
submanifold of HompΓ, Gq.
Proof. From Lemma 4.4, the differential E˚ at ρ is surjective if and only ifH2pΓ; gρq “
0. The result follows from the inverse function theorem. 
The following lemma is a relative version of Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.4. There is a chain complex Cp˚arpΓ, BΓ; gq (will be explicitly constructed
in the proof (10)) that computes H1parpΓ, BΓ; gq and that fits into the commutative
diagram
C0parpΓ, BΓ; gq //
“

C1parpΓ, BΓ; gq //
Rρ˚

C2parpΓ, BΓ; gq
REpρq˚

TeG
A
// Tρ Hom
BpF#, Gq
E˚
// TEpρqG
where Rρ and REpρq are the right translation maps.
In particular, the right translation identifies H1parpΓ, BΓ; gρq with the (Zariski)
tangent space TrρsXBn pΓq at rρs.
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Proof. We begin with a modified version of the resolution (6). Let Q be the sub-
module of rG2 generated by Jr1K, ¨ ¨ ¨ , JrcK. DefinerG1i “ 0, i ě 3rG12 “ RΓrrsrG11 “ rG1{BpQqrG10 “ rG0.
Using the same argument of the proof of Proposition 3.8, we know that rG1˚ Ñ R
is a projective resolution of R.
For each i, we define the RΓi-module Ai˚ by
Ai0 “ RΓirpis, Ai1 “ RΓirζis, and Aij “ 0 for j ě 2.
Then A˚ :“Àbi“1RΓbAi˚ is a direct summand of the projective resolution rG1˚ Ñ
R. Therefore we have an auxiliary projective resolution Ai˚ Ñ R of R.
Observe thatrG10{A0 – RΓrp0srG11{A1 – RΓrx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc, w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wbs{BpQqrG1i{Ai – rG1i, i ě 2.
We apply Homp´, gq to the above resolution rG1˚ {A˚. It follows that chain complex
that computes the relative cohomology H1pΓ, BΓ; gq isrC0pΓ, BΓ; gq “ grC1pΓ, BΓ; gq “ g2g ˆ t1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ tc ˆ gbrC2pΓ, BΓ; gq “ g
where tj “ tX P g |X ` sj ¨X ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` srj´1j ¨X “ 0u.
The exact sequence of complexes 0 Ñ A˚ Ñ rG1˚ Ñ rG1˚ {A˚ Ñ 0 leads us to the
following commutative diagram
rC0pΓ, BΓ; gq //
inclusion

rC1pΓ, BΓ; gq //
inclusion

rC2pΓ, BΓ; gq
“
rC0pΓ; gq // rC1pΓ; gq // rC2pΓ; gq
where rCipΓ; gq “ Homp rG1i, gq. By definition of the parabolic cohomology, we have
that
(8) H1parpΓ, BΓ; gq “ kerp
rC1pΓ, BΓ; gq Ñ rC2pΓ,S; gqq
imp rC0pΓ; gq Ñ rC1pΓ; gqq X rC1pΓ, BΓ; gq .
Hence H1parpΓ, BΓ; gq can be computed from the following subcomplex
(9) gˆ
bź
i“1
kerpAdρpziq´1q Ñ rC1pΓ, BΓ; gq Ñ rC2pΓ, BΓ; gq
where rC1pΓ, BΓ; gq and rC2pΓ, BΓ; gq are regarded as subspaces of rC1pΓ; gq andrC2pΓ; gq respectively.
We translate the above expression to the bar complex. For this purpose we write
down the explicit chain homotopy equivalence between Homp rG1˚ , gq and HompG1˚ , gq.
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The chain homotopy equivalence Homp rG1˚ , gq Ñ HompG1˚ , gq is induced from the
chain map f˚ : G1˚ Ñ rG1˚ given by
fi “ Id, i ě 2
f1 : JxiK ÞÑ JxiK, JyiK ÞÑ JyiK, JziK ÞÑ JwiK` JζiK´ ziJwiK, JsiK ÞÑ JsiK
f0 : Jp0K ÞÑ Jp0K
It follows that the subcomplex (9) can be translated into
(10) Cp˚arpΓ, BΓ; gq : gÑ g2g ˆ t1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ tc ˆ h1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ hb Ñ g
where hi “ imp1´Adρpziqq.
In light of Lemma 4.2, we know that the tangent space of HompF#, Gq can
be identified with a subspace g2g ˆ t1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ tc ˆ g1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gb of C1parpΓ, BΓ; gq
by the right translation Rρ. Here gi “ g for all i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b. We now show
that each hi Ă gi is the tangent space to the orbit of the conjugation action
Bi “ tgρpziqg´1 | g P Gu through ρpziq. For if gt is an analytic curve in Bi
passing through g0 “ ρpziq P Bi, then we can find an analytic curve ht in G
with h0 “ 1 such that gt “ htg0h´1t . Taking the derivative at t “ 0 yields
pdgtdt |t“0qg´10 “ Xi´g0Xig´10 where Xi “ dhtdt |t“0 P gi. It follows that TρpziqBi Ă hi.
The reverse inclusion is achieved by setting ht “ exp tXi. We thus have the identi-
fication Rρ˚ : C1parpΓ, BΓ; gq Ñ Tρ HomBpF#, Gq.
Finally, it is a straightforward computation to show that the diagram in the
statement is commutative. 
Lemma 4.5. Let O be a compact orientable cone orbifold of negative Euler char-
acteristic. Let Γ “ piorb1 pOq. Then HkpΓ;RΓq “ 0 for k ‰ 1 and H1pΓ;RΓq – ∆
where ∆ is the kernel of the augmentation
À
xzyPBΓRΓbxzy RÑ R.
Proof. Let Ci Ă BO be the boundary component corresponding to the generator
zi P Γ. Take a finite index torsionfree normal subgroup N in Γ. N is necessarily the
fundamental group of a compact surface with boundary, say S and we have a finite
covering map p : S Ñ O with the deck group D :“ Γ{N “ tγ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γdu. Since there
is no singular points on the boundary of O, we know that D acts simply transitively
on the set of connected components of p´1pCiq. Hence N admits a presentation
N “ xx11, y11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x1g1 , y1g1 ,
γ1z1γ
´1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , γ1zbγ´11 , γ2z1γ´12 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , γ2zbγ´12 ,
¨ ¨ ¨ , γdz1γ´1d , ¨ ¨ ¨ , γdzbγ´1d |
ź
i
rx1i, y1is
ź
i,j
γjziγ
´1
j “ 1y.
Let BN “ txγjziγ´1j yuj“1,2,¨¨¨ ,di“1,2,¨¨¨ ,b . Then we know that pN, BNq is a PD2Z-pair in
the sense of Bieri-Eckmann [2]. Let ∆N be the kernel of the augmentation mapÀ
xzyPBN RN bxzy RÑ R.
We have the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence whose 2nd page is
Ep,q2 “ HppΓ{N ;HqpN ;RΓqq
that converges to Hp`qpΓ;RΓq. Since N is the fundamental group of a compact
surface S with boundary, we know that HqpN ;RΓq “ 0 for q ‰ 1 and H1pN ;RΓq “Àd
i“1 γi∆N . Hence we have that H0pΓ;RΓq “ 0. Because the action of Γ{N onÀd
i“1 γi∆N is the left multiplication, the space of the fixed points is isomorphic (as
abelian groups) to ∆N . There is a further isomorphism ∆N Ñ ∆ given by sending
xb r P RN bxγizjγ´1i y R to xγi b r P RΓbxzjy R. This proves that H1pΓ;RΓq – ∆.
To show H2pΓ;RΓq “ 0 we recall the transfer map tr : H˚pN ;RΓq Ñ H˚pΓ;RΓq.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, this transfer map precomposed with the restriction
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res : H˚pΓ;RΓq Ñ H˚pN ;RΓq becomes an isomorphism. In particular tr is surjec-
tive. Since H2pN ;RΓq “ 0, so is H2pΓ;RΓq.
Finally from the resolution (7), we know that HqpΓ;RΓq “ 0 for all q ą 2. 
Proposition 4.6. Let O be a compact orientable cone orbifold of negative Euler
characteristic and Γ “ piorb1 pOq. Then pΓ, BΓq is a PD2R-pair in the sense of Bieri-
Eckmann [2]. Namely, there is a relative fundamental class rO, BOs P H2pΓ, BΓ;Rq
such that
XrO, BOs : H˚pΓ, BΓ;Rq Ñ H2´˚pΓ;Rq
and
XrO, BOs : H˚pΓ;Rq Ñ H2´˚pΓ, BΓ;Rq
are isomorphisms.
Proof. Due to Lemma 3.8, Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 6.2 of [2], pΓ, BΓq is a PD2R-
pair. 
Recall that we also have the cup product
Y : H1pΓ, BΓ; gq bH1pΓ; gq Ñ H2pΓ, BΓ;Rq.
Composing this cup product with the cap product XrO, BOs, we get the pairing
ωPD : H
1pΓ, BΓ; gq bH1pΓ; gq YÑ H2pΓ, BΓ;Rq XrO,BOsÑ H0pΓ;Rq “ R.
We now present the explicit form of ωPD. The groupoid bar resolution is the
best choice for this purpose.
Notation 4.7. This makes many expressions much simpler, we adopt the following
convention: Ja˘ b|cK “ Ja|cK˘ Jb|cK for all a, b, c P Γzt1u. For instance,s Brx, ys
By
ˇˇˇˇ
y
{
“ Jx´ xyx´1y´1 ˇˇ yK “ Jx| yK´ Jxyx´1y´1|yK.
Lemma 4.8. Let
c “
gÿ
i“1
ˆs Br
Bxi
ˇˇˇˇ
xi
{
`
s Br
Byi
ˇˇˇˇ
yi
{˙
`
bÿ
i“1
s Br
Bzi
ˇˇˇˇ
zi
{
`
cÿ
i“1
s Br
Bsi
ˇˇˇˇ
si
{
´
cÿ
i“1
1
ri
s Bri
Bsi
ˇˇˇˇ
si
{
be an element of B2pΓq b R. Then
rc :“ extpcq ´ bÿ
i“1
pJw´1i |wiζiK´ Jwiζi|w´1i Kq P rB2pΓq b R
represents the relative fundamental class rO, BOs P H2pΓ, BΓ;Rq.
Proof. Observe that the element
(11) JrK´ cÿ
i“1
1
ri
JriK P rG2 b R
is the relative fundamental class. Now we explicitly write down the chain homotopy
equivalence f˚ from rG˚ to rB˚pΓq.
The chain map f˚ sends the generator JpiK P rG0 to JpiK P rB0pΓq and acts
similarly in degree 1. In degree 2, we define f˚ by
JrK ÞÑ gÿ
i“1
ˆs Br
Bxi
ˇˇˇˇ
xi
{
`
s Br
Byi
ˇˇˇˇ
yi
{˙
`
bÿ
i“1
ˆs Br
Bziwi
ˇˇˇˇ
ζi
{
`
s Br
Bzi
ˇˇˇˇ
wi
{
´
s Br
Bziwiζiw
´1
i
ˇˇˇˇ
wi
{˙
`
cÿ
i“1
s Br
Bsi
ˇˇˇˇ
si
{
JriK ÞÑs BriBsi
ˇˇˇˇ
si
{
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and by the zero map for all higher degrees. Our chain map f˚ takes the element
(11) to
c0 :“
gÿ
i“1
ˆs Br
Bxi
ˇˇˇˇ
xi
{
`
s Br
Byi
ˇˇˇˇ
yi
{˙
`
bÿ
i“1
ˆs Br
Bziwi
ˇˇˇˇ
ζi
{
`
s Br
Bzi
ˇˇˇˇ
wi
{
´
s Br
Bziwiζiw
´1
i
ˇˇˇˇ
wi
{˙
`
cÿ
i“1
s Br
Bsi
ˇˇˇˇ
si
{
´
cÿ
i“1
1
ri
s Bri
Bsi
ˇˇˇˇ
si
{
.
By direct computation, we know that c0 and rc are homologues. Indeed c0´rc is the
boundary of the 3-chain
bÿ
i“1
ˆ
´
s Br
Bzi
ˇˇˇˇ
wiζiw
´1
i
ˇˇˇˇ
wi
{
´
s Br
Bzi
ˇˇˇˇ
wiζi
ˇˇˇˇ
ζ´1i
{
´Jwiζi|w´1i |wiK` Jw´1i |wiζi|ζ´1i K` s BrBziwi
ˇˇˇˇ
ζi
ˇˇˇˇ
ζ´1i
{˙
.
Hence the lemma follows. 
Recall that we have an auxiliary resolution prB˚pΓq, A˚q for the group pair
pΓ, BΓq. For the description of the peripheral part A˚, see the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.9.
Lemma 4.9. Let O be a compact orientable cone orbifold of negative Euler char-
acteristic, and Γ “ piorb1 pOq. Let prB˚pΓq, A˚q be an auxiliary resolution for a group
pair ppiorb1 pOq, Bpiorb1 pOqq. Let u P HomΓprB1pΓq{A1, gq and v P HomΓprB1pΓq, gq.
Then for any Jx|yK P rB2pΓq b R, we have
xuY v, Jx1|x2Ky “ TrpupJx1Kq retpx1q ¨ vpJx2Kqq.
Proof. This is the Alexander-Whitney diagonal approximation theorem. 
Lemma 4.10. Let u be in Z1pΓ, BΓ; gq Ă HomΓprB1pΓq{A1, gq or in Z1parpΓ, BΓ; gq Ă
HomΓpB1pΓq, gq. Then for each si, there exists Ti P g such that upJsiKq “ si ¨Ti´Ti.
Moreover if T 1i P g are other choices with the same property upJsiKq “ si ¨ T 1i ´ T 1i
then we have TrpTivpJsiKqq “ TrpT 1ivpJsiKqq for any v P Z1parpΓ, BΓ; gq.
Proof. The proof is along the same lines as that of Lemma 3.7. More precisely, let
Ti “ ´ 1
ri
`
upJsiKq ` upJs2i Kq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` upJsri´1i Kq˘ .
Then using the cocycle condition, we have that
ripsi ¨ Ti ´ Tiq “ ´si ¨ upJsiKq ´ si ¨ upJs2i Kq ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ si ¨ upJsri´1i Kq
` upsiq ` pupJsiKq ` si ¨ upJsiKqq ` pupJsiKq ` si ¨ upJs2i Kqq ` ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ` pupJsiKq ` si ¨ upJsri´2i Kqq
“ pri ´ 1qupJsiKq ´ si ¨ upJsri´1i Kq
“ pri ´ 1qupJsiKq ` upJsiKq ´ upJsrii Kq
“ riupJsiKq.
Therefore the result follows.
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To prove the second statement, we observe that si ¨ pTi ´ T 1i q “ Ti ´ T 1i for
each i. Let Di “ Ti ´ T 1i . Since v P Z1pΓ, BΓ; gq we can also choose Vi P g so that
vpJsiKq “ si ¨ Vi ´ Vi for each i. Then we have
TrpTivpJsiKqq ´ TrpT 1ivpJsiKqq “ TrpDivpJsiKqq
“ TrpDipsi ¨ Vi ´ Viqq
“ TrpDisi ¨ Viq ´ TrpDiViq
“ TrpDiViq ´ TrpDiViq
“ 0
as we desired. 
The following proposition and its proof is a slight variation of that of Guruprasad-
Huebschmann-Jeffrey-Weinstein [14].
To avoid cumbersome notation, we sometimes write upxq rather than upJxKq. We
also use the map p¨q : B1pΓq Ñ B1pΓq defined by řniJgiK “ řniJg´1i K.
Proposition 4.11. Let O be a compact oriented cone orbifold of negative Eu-
ler characteristic and Γ “ piorb1 pOq. Let rρs P XBn pΓq. Let u P Z1pΓ, BΓ; gρq Ă
HomΓprB1pΓq{A1, gρq and v P rZ1parpΓ, BΓ; gρq Ă HomΓprB1pΓq, gρq. Let Ti be the
elements in g defined in Lemma 4.10. Then
ωPDprus, rvsq “ ´
gÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u1
ˆ Br
Bxi
˙
v1pxiq
˙
´
gÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u1
ˆ Br
Byi
˙
v1pyiq
˙
´
bÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u1
ˆ Br
Bzi
˙
v1pziq
˙
´
cÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u1
ˆ Br
Bsi
˙
v1psiq
˙
´
cÿ
i“1
TrpTiv1psiqq ´
bÿ
i“1
TrpXiv1pziqq.
where u1 “ u ˝ ext, v1 “ v ˝ ext, and Xi “ ´upJwiKq.
Proof. By the definition of ωPD we have that
ωPDprus, rvsq “ xuY v,rcy
“ xuY v, c1y ´
bÿ
i“1
xuY v, Jw´1i |wiζiK´ Jwiζi|w´1i Ky.
where c1 “ extpcq. Then by making use of Lemma 4.9 we can evaluate
xuY v, Jw´1i |wiζiKy “ TrpupJw´1i Kq retpw´1i q ¨ vpJwiζiKqq
“ TrpXivpJwiζiKqq
“ TrpXivpJwiKqq.
For the last equality, we use the cocycle condition to get vpJwiζiKq “ vpJwiKq.
Likewise, we have that
xuY v, Jwiζi|w´1i Ky “ ´TrpXipretpwiζiq ¨ vpJw´1i Kqqq
“ TrpXipzi ¨ vpJwiKqqq.
Observe that v1pJziKq “ vpJextpziqKq “ vpJwiζiw´1i Kq “ vpJwiKq ´ zi ¨ vpJwiKq. Com-
bining all, we get
bÿ
i“1
xuY v, Jw´1i |wiζiK´ Jwiζi|w´1i Ky “ bÿ
i“1
TrpXiv1pJziKqq.
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By using Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.10 and the identity
TrpupJgKqg ¨ vpJhKqq “ ´TrpupJg´1KqvpJhKqq,
we can expand xuY v, c1y “ xu1 Y v1, cy
xu1 Y v1, cy “ ´
gÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u1
ˆ Br
Bxi
˙
v1pxiq
˙
´
gÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u1
ˆ Br
Byi
˙
v1pyiq
˙
´
bÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u1
ˆ Br
Bzi
˙
v1pziq
˙
´
cÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u1
ˆ Br
Bsi
˙
v1psiq
˙
´
cÿ
i“1
TrpTiv1psiqq.
This yields the theorem. 
Corollary 4.12. Let j : H1pΓ, BΓ; gq Ñ H1pΓ, gq be the map in (1). For rus P
ker j Ă H1pΓ, BΓ; gq and rvs P im j “ H1parpΓ, BΓ; gq Ă H1pΓ; gq, we have
ωPDprus, rvsq “ 0.
Proof. Being rus P ker j means that u “ δX for some X P HomΓprB0pΓq, gq. Define
X 1 P HomΓprB0pΓq{A0, gq to be X 1pJp0Kq “ XpJp0Kq and X 1pJpiKq “ 0 for i “
1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b so that X 1 P HomΓprB0pΓq{A0, gq. Then ru´ δX 1s “ rus in H1pΓ, BΓ; gq.
Now we apply Proposition 4.11 to conclude. Namely, we show that each term in
the formula for ωPD vanishes.
Since rus “ ru´δX 1s we can replace u with u´δX 1. Observe that pu´δX 1qpJγKq “
0 whenever opγq “ tpγq “ p0. This means that
pu´ δX 1q ˝ ext
ˆ Br
Bxi
˙
“ pu´ δX 1q ˝ ext
ˆ Br
Byi
˙
“ 0,
for i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , g,
pu´ δX 1q ˝ ext
ˆ Br
Bsi
˙
“ 0
for i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , c, and
pu´ δX 1q ˝ ext
ˆ Br
Bzi
˙
“ 0
for i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b. Moreover since pu ´ δX 1qpJsiKq “ 0, we can set Ti “ 0 for all i.
This shows that the first five terms in the formula for ωPD are zero.
Recall that in the statement of Proposition 4.11 we found Xi as
´Xi “ pu´ δX 1qpJwiKq “ δXpJwiKq ´ δX 1pJwiKq “ XpJpiKq.
Since u “ δX P HomΓprB1pΓq{A1, gq we have
0 “ upJζiKq “ δXpJζiKq “ zi ¨XpJpiKq ´XpJpiKq “ Xi ´ zi ¨Xi.
This implies that, for each i,
TrpXiv1pziqq “ TrpXipvpJwiKq ´ zi ¨ vpJwiKqqq “ TrppXi ´ z´1i ¨XiqvpJwiKqq “ 0.
It follows that ωPDprus, rvsq “ xpu´ δX 1q Y v,rcy “ 0. 
Recall that H1parpΓ, BΓ; gq “ H1pΓ, BΓ; gq{ ker j. In particular, due to Corollary
4.12, ωPD gives rise to the well-defined paring
ωPD : H
1
parpΓ, BΓ; gq bH1parpΓ, BΓ; gq Ñ R.
We denote by the same letter ωPD to denote the induced pairing. By Lemma 4.4,
and the properties of cup and cap products, it is immediate that ωPD is a 2-form
on XBn pΓq via the right translation. This 2-form on XBn pΓq will also be denoted by
ωPD.
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Theorem 4.13. Let O be a compact oriented cone orbifold of negative Euler
characteristic and Γ “ piorb1 pOq. Let rρs P XBn pΓq. Let u, v P Z1parpΓ, BΓ; gq Ă
HomΓpB1pΓq, gq be parabolic cocycles in terms of the bar resolution. We choose
Xi, Tj P g such that upziq “ zi¨Xi´Xi and upsjq “ sj ¨Tj´Tj for each i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b
and j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , c respectively. Then ωPD can be written explicitly as
ωPDprus, rvsq “ xuY v, cy ´
bÿ
i“1
TrpXivpziqq
“ ´
gÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u
ˆ Br
Bxi
˙
vpxiq
˙
´
gÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u
ˆ Br
Byi
˙
vpyiq
˙
´
bÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u
ˆ Br
Bzi
˙
vpziq
˙
´
cÿ
i“1
Tr
ˆ
u
ˆ Br
Bsi
˙
vpsiq
˙
´
cÿ
i“1
TrpTivpsiqq ´
bÿ
i“1
TrpXivpziqq.
Proof. Let X,Y be elements of rB0pΓq such that
XpJpiKq “ #Xi i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b
0 i “ 0 , Y pJpiKq “
#
Yi i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b
0 i “ 0 .
Let ru “ u ˝ ret´δX and rv “ v ˝ ret´δY . Then ru can be seen as a member of
Z1pΓ, BΓ; gq Ă HomΓprB1pΓq{A1, gq. Observe that ru ˝ ext “ u and rv ˝ ext “ v. Now
apply Proposition 4.11 to get the conclusion. 
Let XO be an underlying space of O. Let ΣO be the set of singularities. Recall
that we have defined X 1O :“ XOzΣO. X 1O is a manifold and each puncture of X 1O
corresponds to a singularity of O. Hence the fundamental group is given by
pi1pX 1Oq “ xx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc |
gź
i“1
rxi, yis
bź
i“1
zi
cź
i“1
siy.
Lemma 4.14. Let O be a compact oriented cone 2-orbifold of negative Euler char-
acteristic and Γ “ piorb1 pOq. We have a smooth embedding
I : XBn pΓq Ñ XB
1
n ppi1pX 1Oqq
for some choice B1 of conjugacy classes of boundary holonomies.
Proof. The map I is defined by precomposing ρ P XBn ppiorb1 pOqq with the projection
map pi1pX 1Oq Ñ piorb1 pOq.
We know that Xnppi1pX 1Oqq is foliated by leaves of the form
Ť
Z XZn ppi1pX 1Oqq.
Lemma 4.10 tells us that the derivative dI of I at each point of XBn pΓq maps
isomorphically the tangent space H1parpΓ, BΓ; gρq of XBn pΓq to the tangent space
H1parppi1pX 1Oq, Bpi1pX 1Oq; gIpρqq of a leaf. Therefore, the image of I must be contained
in a single leaf, say XB1n ppi1pX 1Oqq. 
Remark 4.15. The image IpCBpOqq is not in the Hitchin component of X 1O. In fact,
it is not even an Anosov representation because every element of IpCBpOqq is not
faithful.
Theorem 4.16. Let O be a compact oriented cone 2-orbifold of negative Euler
characteristic and Γ “ piorb1 pOq. Then the pairing ωPD is a symplectic form on
XBn pΓq via the right translation.
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Proof. By works of [14] and [21], each leaf XB1n ppi1pX 1Oqq of Xnppi1pX 1Oqq carries the
symplectic form ω
X1O
K . By comparing the explicit formula for ω
O (Theorem 4.13) and
that of ω
X1O
K [21, Theorem 5.6], we know that I˚ωX
1
O
K “ ωO. This proves that ωO
is closed. Moreover we know that dIpH1parpΓ, BΓ; gqq “ H1parppi1pX 1Oq, Bpi1pX 1Oq; gq.
Since ω
X1O
K is nondegenerate, so is ω
O. 
In particular we have the following result for n “ 3 case.
Proposition 4.17. Let O be a compact oriented cone 2-orbifold of negative Eu-
ler characteristic. The image of the embedding I : CBpOq Ñ XB13 ppi1pX 1Oqq is a
symplectic submanifold.
Definition 4.18. We will call ωPD on XBn ppiorb1 pOqq or on CBpOq the Atiyah-Bott-
Goldman symplectic form and denote it simply by ωO.
4.2. Construction by equivariant de Rham bicomplex. Let G be a Lie group
acting on a smooth manifold M . Recall that the equivariant de Rham complex
Ap,qG pMq is defined as follows: A2j,pG pMq is the set of G-equivariant homogeneous
polynomials of degree j on the Lie algebra g of G with values in p-forms on M . We
have two differentials d and δG defined by
d : A2j,pG pMq Ñ A2j,p`1G pMq the usual de Rham differential
δG : A2j,pG pMq Ñ A2j`2,p´1G pMq δGpαqpXq “ ´ιXpαpXqq
where X is the fundamental vector field generated by X.
An element α P A2j,pG pMq is said to be equivariantly closed if pd ` δGqpαq “
0. If M is a symplectic manifold with a symplectic form ω and the G-action is
symplectomorphic, then ω becomes a d-closed element of A0,2G pMq. In general ω
may not be equivariantly closed. An element (if exists) µ P A2,0G pMq making ω ` µ
equivariantly closed is called a moment map.
We consider M “ Gq where G acts on M as conjugations on each component.
There is another differential δ : A2j,pG pGqq Ñ A2j,pG pGq`1q defined by
δf “ p´1qq`1
qÿ
i“0
p´1qipδifq
where δif is induced by px0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xqq ÞÑ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xqq for i “ 0, px0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xqq ÞÑ
px0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xq´1q for i “ q and px0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xqq ÞÑ px0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xi´1xi, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xqq for 1 ď i ď q.
Let ω be the Cartan-Maurer form onG. That is, ωgpXq is the unique left invariant
vector field such that ωgpXq “ Xg. Let ιi : GˆGÑ G be the projection onto ith
factor, i “ 1, 2. Define
Ω :“ 1
2
ι1˚ω ¨ ι2˚ω
where ¨ is the trace form. Ω is an element of A0,2G pG2q.
Remark 4.19. Our convention of operations of Lie algebra valued forms is
pω ¨ ωqpX,Y q “ ωpXq ¨ ωpY q ´ ωpY q ¨ ωpXq
rω, ωspX,Y q “ rωpXq, ωpY qs ´ rωpY q, ωpXqs.
This coincides with the one used in Huebschmann [17], [18] and Weinstein [32].
Under this convention the structure equation takes of the form
dω “ ´1
2
rω, ωs.
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We also define
λ :“ 1
12
rω, ωs ¨ ω P A0,3G pGq
θ :“ 1
2
X ¨ pω ` ωq P A2,1G pGq.
Lemma 4.20 (Weinstein [32]). We have the following identities
dΩ “ δλ
δΩ “ 0
δGΩ “ ´δθ
dλ “ 0
δGλ “ dθ
δGθ “ 0.
Recall that the group F# was defined by the presentation
F# :“ xx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb | r1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rc “ 1y.
Let
E : HompF#, Gq ˆ pF#qq Ñ Gq
be the evaluation map Epρ, x1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xqq “ pρpx1q, ρpx2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ρpxqqq. Here G acts
trivially on pF#qq. Then E is G-equivariant so that it induces
E˚ : A2j,pG pGqq Ñ A2j,pG pHompF#, Gq ˆ pF#qqq.
Observe that
A2j,pG pHompF#, Gq ˆ pF#qqq “ A2j,pG pHompF#, Gqq bA2j,0G ppF#qqq.
Following Huebschmann [17], define
ωc “ xE˚Ω,´cy P A0,2G pHompF#, Gqq
where c is the one define in Lemma 4.8. Here we regard c as an element of B2pF#qb
R Ă RrF# ˆ F#s. Notice that
dωc “ xE˚dΩ,´cy
“ xE˚δλ,´cy
“ xE˚λ,´Bcy
“ xE˚λ, r´
ÿ
ziy
“ r˚λ´
ÿ
zi˚ λ.
Here we view r and zi as the maps from HompF#, Gq to G defined by ρ ÞÑ Epρ, rq
and ρ ÞÑ Epρ, ziq respectively. Now we choose any regular neighborhood O Ă g for
the exponential map at the identity and consider the pull-back diagram
HB#
η

ppr,xz1,¨¨¨ ,xzbq // O ˆ C1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cb
expˆ Id

HomBpF#, Gq pr,z1,¨¨¨ ,zbq // Gˆ C1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cb
.
Since O Ă g is contractible, we can construct an adjoint invariant homotopy op-
erator h : A2j,pG pgq Ñ A2j,p´1G pgq such that dh ` hd “ Id. Using this homotopy
operator, we define
ω “ η˚ωc ´ pr˚h exp˚ λ.
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Then we have
(12) dω “ ´
ÿ pzi˚λ.
In view of the proof of Theorem 2 of [17],
(13) δGω “ ´dµ`
ÿ pzi˚θ
where µ : HB# Ñ g˚ is given by µ “ ψ ˝ pr and ψ : g Ñ g˚ is the dualization with
respect to the trace form Tr.
Let C be a conjugacy class in G. To find a closed 2-form on HB# , we need
τ P A0,2G pCq such that dτ “ λ and δGτ “ ´θ. At each p P C, the right translation
by p identifies the tangent space TpC with the subspace tAdpX ´ X |X P gu of
g “ TeG. The 2-form τ on C is then defined by
τpAdpX ´X,Adp Y ´ Y q “ 1
2
pTrpX Adp Y q ´ TrpY AdpXqq.
Lemma 4.21 (Guruprasad-Huebschmann-Jeffrey-Weinstein [14]). We have
dτ “ λ, δGτ “ ´θ.
Now define the 2-form ωH on HB# by
ωH “ η˚xE˚Ω,´cy ´ pr˚h exp˚ λ` bÿ
i“1
pzi˚τi.
Proposition 4.22. ωH is closed on HB# and a moment map is given by
µ “ ψ ˝ pr.
Proof. We first observe that ωH is d-closed. Indeed, from (12) and Lemma 4.21, we
have
dωH “ ´
bÿ
i“1
pzi˚ λ` bÿ
i“1
pzi˚ dτi “ 0.
For the second assertion regarding the moment map, we use (13) and Lemma
4.21 to compute
δGωH “ ´dµ`
bÿ
i“1
pzi˚ θ ` bÿ
i“1
pzi˚ δGτi “ ´dµ.
Since µ P A2,0G pHB# q, δGµ “ 0 is automatic. It follows that ωH ` µ is equivariantly
closed meaning that µ “ ψ ˝ pr is a moment map for the G-action on HB# . 
Let ρ0 P µ´1p0q. We know that ηpρ0q P HompF#, Gq induces the representation
ρ : Γ Ñ G. In view of Lemma 4.4 the tangent space at ρ0 P µ´1p0q can be identified
with Z1parpΓ, BΓ; gρq. The fundamental vector fields X, X P g span the subspace
B1pΓ, gq.
Theorem 4.23. Let ρ0 P µ´1p0q. Assume that the induced representation ρ : Γ Ñ
G is in HomBs pΓ, Gq. Then ωH,ρ0 |Z1parpΓ,BΓ;gρq descends to H1parpΓ, BΓ; gρq and de-
fines the closed 2-form, denoted by the same symbol ωH , on XBn pΓq. Moreover the
induced closed 2-form ωH on XBn pΓq coincides with the right translation of ´ωPD.
Proof. By the construction, we have δGωH “ 0 on µ´1p0q. This means that ωH
vanishes along B1pΓ; gq. Therefore ωH descends to H1parpΓ, BΓ; gq. By d-closedness
of ωH , we know that the induced 2-form is also closed on XBn pΓq. Since the G-
action on HomBs pΓ, Gq Ă µ´1p0q is proper, we can understand this process as the
Marsden-Weinstein quotient.
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Recall Theorem 4.13. Since ωPD is anti-symmectric, we have that
ωPDprus, rvsq “ 1
2
pxuY v, cy ´ xv Y u, cyq ´ 1
2
bÿ
i“1
TrpXivpziq ´ Yiupziqq
“ 1
2
pxuY v, cy ´ xv Y u, cyq ´ 1
2
bÿ
i“1
TrpXizi ¨ Yi ´ Yizi ¨Xiq.(14)
The last term coincides with
řb
i“1 τpzi ¨Xi´Xi, zi ¨Yi´Yiq “
řb
i“1 zi˚ τi. We claim
that the first term 12 pxu Y v, cy ´ xv Y u, cyq equals xE˚Ω,´cypu, vq. For this, it
suffices to show that
xE˚Ω, Jx|yKypu, vq “ 1
2
pxuY v, Jx|yKy ´ xv Y u, Jx|yKyq
for Jx|yK P B2pF#q b R.
Recall that (Lemma 4.2) the right translation identifies Z1pΓ; gq with Tρ HompΓ, Gq.
Thus given u P Z1pΓ; gq and x P Γ, we have that Ex˚u “ Rρpxq˚pupxqq where the
map Ex : HompΓ, Gq Ñ G is defined by ρ ÞÑ ρpxq. Then we compute
xE˚Ω, Jx|yKypu, vq “ 1
2
pι1ω ¨ ι2˚ωqpρpxq,ρpyqqpE˚u,E˚vq
“ 1
2
´
ωρpxqpEx˚uq ¨ ωρpyqpEy˚vq ´ ωρpxqpEx˚vq ¨ ωρpyqpEy˚uq
¯
“ 1
2
`
TrpAdρpxq´1pupxqqvpyqq ´ TrpAdρpxq´1pvpxqqupyqq
˘
“ 1
2
pTrpupxqx ¨ vpyqq ´ Trpvpxqx ¨ upyqqq .
By comparing this to the Alexander-Whitney approximation theorem, Lemma
4.9, we conclude that xE˚Ω, Jx|yKypu, vq “ 12 pxuY v, Jx|yKy ´ xv Y u, Jx|yKyq as we
wanted.
Finally observe that, on the space HomBpΓ, Gq, the second term pr˚h exp˚ λ of
ωH vanishes. Therefore ´ωH equals (14) on XBn pΓq. 
5. Global Darboux coordinates
In this section, we prove our main theorem. Recall that we have the splitting
operation that decomposes a given convex projective orbifold into simpler peaces of
convex projective orbifolds. We show the decomposition theorem for CBpOq which
is analogous to a previous result of the authors [7, Theorem 4.5.7]. Finally by using
our version of the action-angle principle [7, Theorem 3.4.5], we obtain the global
Darboux coordinates for the symplectic manifold pCpOq, ωOq.
Throughout this section, we continue to use BΓ to denote a set of subgroups
generated by boundary components. See Notation 4.1.
5.1. Local decomposition. We will prove that the tangent space can be decom-
posed into the direct sum of symplectic subspaces under the splitting operations.
Indeed, we did show the same result for compact surfaces. What is new here is that
the splittings can be done along full 1-suborbifolds. We first deal with this new
case.
Let O be a compact oriented cone 2-orbifold of negative Euler characteristic,
Γ :“ piorb1 pOq. Let ξ be a principal full 1-suborbifold joining two order 2 cone points
of O. Note that O1 “ Ozξ has also negative Euler characteristic. The orbifold
fundamental group Γ1 :“ piorb1 pO1q of O1 is a subgroup of Γ and we denote by
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ι : Γ1 Ñ Γ the inclusion. We can find presentations
Γ “ xx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc |
gź
i“1
rxi, yis
bź
i“1
zi
cź
i“1
si “ sr11 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ srcc “ 1y
and
Γ1 “ xx1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xg, yg, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb`1, s3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sc |
gź
i“1
rxi, yis
b`1ź
i“1
zi
cź
i“3
si “ sr33 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ srcc “ 1y
such that r1 “ r2 “ 2 and ιpzb`1q “ s1s2. Recall that z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zb`1 correspond to
the boundary components of O1.
Let S “ BΓYtxs1s2yu. We consider the group pair pΓ,Sq. In view of Lemma 3.3,
H1parpΓ,S; gq is a subspace of H1parpΓ, BΓ; gq. Hence one can compute ωOprus, rvsq
by regarding rus and rvs as members of H1parpΓ, BΓ; gq.
Proposition 5.1. Keep the notations as above. Let rρs P XBn pΓq be such that
rρ ˝ ιs P XB1n pΓ1q for some B1. Then for any rus, rvs P H1parpΓ,S; gρq we have
ωOprus, rvsq “ ωO1pι˚rus, ι˚rvsq.
where ι˚ : H1parpΓ,S; gq Ñ H1parpΓ1, BΓ1; gq is the map induced from ι : Γ1 Ñ Γ.
Proof. Recall that the map ι : Γ1 Ñ Γ induces the equivariant chain map ι˚ :
B˚pΓ1q Ñ B˚pΓq defined by ι˚pJx|yKq “ Jιpxq|ιpyqK.
Let r “ śgi“1rxi, yisśbi“1 zi. The relative fundamental cycle c of O can be
written as
c “ ι˚c1 ´ Jr|s1s2K` Jr|s1K` Jrs1|s2K´ 1
2
Js1|s1K´ 1
2
Js2|s2K
where c1 is the relative fundamental cycle of O1.
As rus, rvs P H1parpΓ,S; gq, one can choose representatives u, v of rus, rvs so that
ups1s2q “ vps1s2q “ 0. Then by the cocycle condition vps1s2q “ vps1q ` s1 ¨ vps2q,
we have
Trpuprqr ¨ vps1s2qq “ Trpuprqr ¨ vps1qq ` Trpuprqprs1q ¨ vps2qq
and
Trpuprs1qprs1q ¨ vps2qq “ Trppuprq ` r ¨ ups1qqprs1q ¨ vps2qq.
Therefore we get
xuY v, cy “ xuY v, ι˚c1y
` Trpups1qs1 ¨ vps2qq ´ 1
2
Trpups1qs1 ¨ vps1qq ´ 1
2
Trpups2qs2 ¨ vps2qq.
Since ups1s2q “ 0, we know that 0 “ ups1q` s1 ¨ups2q. Since s21 “ 1, we can deduce
ups2q “ ´s1 ¨ ups1q “ ups1q. Similarly, we see vps1q “ vps2q. Hence it follows that
Trpups1qs1 ¨ vps2qq ´ 1
2
Trpups1qs1 ¨ vps1qq ´ 1
2
Trpups2qs2 ¨ vps2qq
“ ´Trpups1qvps2qq ` 1
2
Trpups1qvps1qq ` 1
2
Trpups2qvps2qq
“ ´Trpups1qvps1qq ` 1
2
Trpups1qvps1qq ` 1
2
Trpups1qvps1qq
“ 0.
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Finally, our choice of cocycles u, v tells us that Xb`1 “ 0. Combining all, we get
ωOprus, rvsq “ xuY v, ι˚c1y ` TrpXb`1vpzb`1qq ´
b`1ÿ
i“1
TrpXivpziqq
“ ωO1pι˚rus, ι˚rvsq.
as desired. 
We unify the local decomposition theorem in the full generality. Let O be a
compact oriented cone 2-orbifold of negative Euler characteristic. Suppose that
we are given a collection tξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξmu of pairwise disjoint essential simple closed
curves or full 1-suborbifolds such that the completions of connected components
O1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ol of OzŤmi“1 ξi have negative Euler characteristic. As before, we denote
Γ :“ piorb1 pOq and Γi :“ piorb1 pOiq.
Let S “ BΓ Y txξ1y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xξmyu. Here we should clarify what we mean by xξiy
when ξi is a full 1-suborbifold. Suppose that the lift rξi of ξi in the universal cover
is joining the fixed points of the corresponding generators in piorb1 pOq, say, s1 and
s2. Then xξiy is, by convention, xs1s2y.
For each i, there is the inclusion ιi : Γi Ñ Γ which induces ιi˚ : H1parpΓ,S; gq Ñ
H1parpΓi, BΓi; gq.
Theorem 5.2. Let O be a compact oriented cone 2-orbifold of negative Euler char-
acteristic and Γ “ piorb1 pOq. Let tξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξmu be a set of pairwise disjoint essen-
tial simple closed curves or full 1-suborbifolds such that the completions of con-
nected components O1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ol of OzŤmi“1 ξi have negative Euler characteristic. Let
rρs P XBn pΓq be such that, for each i, rρ˝ιis P XBin pΓiq for some choice of conjugacy
classes Bi. Then for any rus, rvs P H1parpΓ,S; gq we have
ωOprus, rvsq “
lÿ
i“1
ωOipιi˚ rus, ιi˚ rvsq.
Remark 5.3. Again, rus and rvs should be understood (by Lemma 3.3) as members
of H1parpΓ, BΓ; gq so that the left hand side ωOprus, rvsq makes sense.
Proof. This is a combination of Corollary 4.4.3 of [7] and Proposition 5.1.
Renumbering if necessary, we may assume that ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξk represent essential sim-
ple closed curves and remaining ξk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm are full 1-suborbifolds. Apply Corol-
lary 4.4.3 of [7]. Although Corollary 4.4.3 of [7] is stated for compact surfaces, the
same assertion and the proof work for compact orbifolds. Then we use Proposition
5.1 inductively for each full 1-suborbifold ξi, i ě k ` 1. 
5.2. Hamiltonian action and global decomposition. Now we deal with the
global decomposition theorem. Throughout this subsection we focus on n “ 3 case
only. Unless otherwise stated, G denotes PSL3pRq.
We briefly summarize Goldman’s work on Hamiltonian flows. By an invariant
function, we mean a smooth function f : U Ñ R defined on an nonempty con-
jugation invariant subset U of G such that fpghg´1q “ fphq for all h P U and
g P G. Given an invariant function f we can associate so call the Goldman function
f# : U Ñ g whose defining property is that ddt |t“0fph exp tXq “ Trpf#phqXq for
all X P g.
We fix invariant functions ` and m defined on the set Hyp` of hyperbolic ele-
ments of G.
`pgq :“ log
ˇˇˇˇ
λ1pgq
λ3pgq
ˇˇˇˇ
, mpgq :“ log |λ2pgq|
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where λipgq is the ith largest eigenvalue of g P Hyp`. We can observe that p`,mq
is a set of complete invariants for elements in Hyp`. Namely, two elements g, h P
Hyp` are conjugate if and only if p`pgq,mpgqq “ p`phq,mphqq.
Let ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm0 be essential simple closed curves and let ξm0`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm0`me be
full 1-suborbifolds. Set m “ m0`me and M “ 2m0`me. Suppose that ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm
are mutually disjoint, non-isotopic and each component of OzŤmi“1 ξi has negative
Euler characteristic.
We apply the argument of Choi-Jung-Kim [7] with respect to the closed curves
ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm0 . This process identifies piorb1 pOq with the fundamental group of a graph
of groups pΓ,Gq where Γ “ piorb1 pOq. The graph G has the vertex set V pGq :“
tO1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Olu and we join Oi and Oj , possibly i “ j, by an edge if and only if they
are glued along some ξk. We choose a base vertex say O1 and a maximal spanning
tree T of G. Then V pGq admits the natural partial ordering ď with the minimal
element O1. The vertex group ΓOi of Oi is isomorphic to piorb1 pOiq and the edge
group Γξi of ξi is the infinite cyclic generated by the abstract generator ei. If ξi,
i ď m0, is a loop in G, then we a need extra generator eKi . For each edge ξi, we have
two homomorphisms p¨q˘ : Γξi Ñ Γpξiq˘ where pξiq` and pξiq´ are the terminal and
the initial vertex of ξi respectively. All these generators are subject to the following
relations
(15) e`i “ e´i
and
(16) eKi e
`
i peKi q´1 “ e´i .
Since ΓOj is isomorphic to pi
orb
1 pOjq, we can choose a presentation of each ΓOi
ΓOj “ xxj,1, yj,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xj,gj , yj,gj , zj,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zj,bj , sj,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sj,cj |
gjź
i“1
rxj,i, yj,is
bjź
i“1
zj,i
cjź
i“1
sj,i “ srj,1j,1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ s
rj,cj
j,cj
“ 1y
such that
‚ the homomorphisms Γξa Ñ Γξa˘ at an edge ξa connecting Op ă Oq are
given by ea` “ zq,i and ea´ “ z´1p,j for some i, j.‚ if ξi is in Ok then the lift of ξi in the universal cover joins the fixed points
of sk,i and sk,i`1 for some i.
To make our notation consistent, we formally define e`i , i ą m0, to be z´1k,bk`1 “
sk,2sk,1 if ξi is a full 1-suborbifold in Ok whose lift in the universal cover joins the
fixed points of sk,1 and sk,2.
Invariant functions ` and m induce smooth functions on CBpOq defined by
`iprρsq :“ `pρpξiqq, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m and miprρsq :“ mpρpξiqq for each i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m0.
Now following Goldman [11, Theorem 4.3] and Choi-Jung-Kim [7, Theorem 4.5.6],
we define the flows Lit and M
i
t along ξi for i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m0. The flow along the
principal full 1-suborbifold ξi, i ą m is something new. For readers’ convenience,
we present their definitions.
– Case I: ξi is a simple closed curve and in T . Suppose that ξi joins Op and
Oq, Op ă Oq. Then for each t P R, we define Lit by
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Litprρsqpxq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
ρpxq if x P ΓOr ,Or ­ě Oq
exppt`#pρpe`i qqqρpxq expp´t`#pρpe`i qqq if x P ΓOr ,Or ě Oq
exppt`#pρpe`i qqqρpxq expp´t`#pρpe`i qqq if x “ eKr and ξr` , ξr´ ě Oq
ρpxq expp´t`#pρpe`i qqq if x “ eKr and ξr` ě Oq
exppt`#pρpe`i qqqρpxq if x “ eKr and ξr´ ě Oq
and similarly M it with `
# replaced by m#. Note that Litprρsq respects the relations
(15) and (16).
– Case II: ξi is a simple closed curve and not in T . This case we have simpler
expressions
Litprρsqpxq “
#
ρpxq exppt`#pρpe`i qqq if x “ eKi
ρpxq otherwise
and again similarly M it .
– Case III: ξi is a full 1-suborbifold. In this case, we only have flows of the type
Lit. Suppose that the lift of ξi in the universal cover of Oj joins fixed points of order
two generators sj,1 and sj,2. Then we understand the word zj,bj`1 as sj,1sj,2. For
each t P R, we define
Litprρsqpxq “
#
exppt`#pρpe`j qqqρpxq expp´t`#pρpe`j qqq if x “ sj,1, sj,2
ρpxq otherwise .
Lemma 5.4. The flows Lit, M
i
t defined above are Hamiltonian, complete and com-
mutative each other. Consequently, they give rise to the Hamiltonian action of the
abelian Lie group RM .
Proof. The embedding I is symplectic and preserves the flows. Thus the flows Lit,
M it , i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m being commutative and Hamiltonian are consequences of [7,
Theorem 4.5.6]. Completeness of L1t , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lmt , M1t , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mm0t follows from section
3.4.1 and section 3.4.2 of Choi-Goldman [6]. 
The moment map µ : CBpOq Ñ pRM q˚ of this action is given by invariants of
ρpξiq, that is,
rρs ÞÑ p`1prρsq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `mprρsq,m1prρsq, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mm0prρsqq.
Here we identify RM with its dual by the canonical inner product. See section 4.5
of [7] for details.
Lemma 5.5. The RM -action is free.
Proof. Suppose that m “ 1 (either m0 “ 1 or me “ 1). In view of Choi-Goldman
[6, Proposition 3.11], we know that the RM -action is free. The lemma follows by
induction on m. 
Suppose that we are given a value y in the image of the moment map µ. Since
the invariant functions ` and m form a set of complete invariants, the value of µ
determines the conjugacy classes of ρpe`i q say Ci. That is, µ´1pyq is the set of classes
of representations rρs in CBpOq such that ρpe`i q P Ci for each i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m. This
also defines a set of conjugacy class Bi for each i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , l such that the image
of the projection CBpOq Ñ CpOiq lies in CBipOiq.
For each y in the image of the moment map µ, the splitting map SP induces the
map SPy : µ´1pyq Ñ CB1pO1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CBlpOlq. Recall that, in terms of holonomy,
SPy is given by
rρs ÞÑ prρ ˝ ι1s, rρ ˝ ι2s, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rρ ˝ ιlsq.
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We observe that SPy descends to the map
SP 1y : µ´1pyq{RM Ñ CB1pO1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CBlpOlq.
Lemma 5.6. For every y P Imagepµq, the RM -action on µ´1pyq is proper.
This lemma is implicitly shown in Choi-Goldman [6]. To be more precise we
include two proofs for this lemma. The first proof is indirect; we prove that µ´1pyq
is a fiber bundle over the image. The second proof is a variant of the authors’
previous paper [7] which is more intrinsic but slightly complicated.
Proof 1. Let S “ BΓYtxξ1y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xξmyu. One can identify Trρsµ´1pyq withH1parpΓ,S; gρq.
There is a Mayer-Vietoris type short exact sequence
0 Ñ
mà
i“1
H0pxξiy; gq δÑ H1parpΓ,S; gq dSPyÑ
là
i“1
H1parpΓi, BΓi; gq Ñ 0
where the image of δ in H1parpΓ,S; gq is the tangent directions of the RM -action.
This shows that SP 1y is a local diffeomorphism and that SPy : µ´1pyq Ñ CB1pO1qˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CBlpOlq is a submersion. Since SP 1y is known to be one-to-one and onto we
know that SP 1y is a diffeomorphism. In particular, µ´1pyq Ñ µ´1pyq{RM is also a
submersion whose fiber coincides with that of SPy.
Since µ´1pyq Ñ µ´1pyq{RM is a submersion, we know that each fiber of µ´1pyq Ñ
µ´1pyq{RM is an embedded submanifold and since Lemma 5.5 shows that RM acts
simply transitively on each fiber, we know that each fiber is homeomorphic to RM .
By Corollary 31 of Meigniez [26], we know that µ´1pyq Ñ µ´1pyq{RM is a fiber
bundle. Hence the action is proper. 
Proof 2. Let
Hpyq “ tρ P Homppi1pX 1Oq, Gq | rρs P µ´1pyqu.
A slight modification of the proof of Lemma 4.5.4 of [7] shows that the RM -action
on Hpyq is proper.
Now we construct an equivariant section of Hpyq Ñ µ´1pyq. For each ρ P Hpyq,
we have a unique limit map ξρ : B rO Ñ RP2. Choose four points x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x4 P B rO,
no two of which are in the same orbit. We also choose four generic points v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , v4
in RP2. We define the section s : µ´1pyq Ñ H by declaring that sprρsq is the unique
ρ P Hpyq such that ξρpxiq “ vi. Then s is clearly the desired equivariant section.
For a given compact set K of µ´1pyq, we know that tt P RM | t¨spKqXspKq ‰ Hu
is compact. Since s is equivariant, we have tt P RM | t ¨ spKq X spKq ‰ Hu “ tt P
RM | t ¨K XK ‰ Hu. Therefore, the RM -action on µ´1pyq is also proper. 
Since the RM -action on µ´1pyq is proper, we can take the Marsden-Weinstein
quotient µ´1pyq{RM . On the other hand, the right hand side admits the symplectic
structure given by the orthogonal sum ωO1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ωOl .
By appealing to Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 4.17, we obtain the following
decomposition theorem
Theorem 5.7. Let O be a compact oriented cone 2-orbifold of negative Euler char-
acteristic. Let ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξm be pairwise disjoint essential simple closed curves or full 1-
suborbifolds such that the completion of each connected component Oi of OzŤmi“1 ξi
has also negative Euler characteristic. Then the map
SP 1y : µ´1pyq{RM Ñ CB1pO1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CBlpOlq
defined above is a symplectomorphism.
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 5.6, we can conclude that SP 1y is a diffeomorphism.
Since SP 1y is induced from ιi : Γi Ñ Γ, Theorem 5.2 tells us that SP 1y is a
symplectomorphism. 
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5.3. Construction of global coordinates. To make upcoming indices neat, we
introduce the following notation.
Notation 5.8. Let O be a closed oriented cone 2-orbifold of negative Euler char-
acteristic, with genus g, c cone points and cb order two cone points. Let
I “ Ipg, c, cbq :“
#
2g ´ 2` c´ tcb{2u if cb is even
2g ´ 2` c´ tcb{2u´ 1 if cb is odd ,
J “ Jpg, c, cbq :“ 3g ´ 3` c´ tcb{2u
and
K “ Kpg, cq :“ 3g ´ 3` c.
We prove that O can be decomposed into so called elementary orbifolds of types
(P1),(P2),(P3) and (P4). This is analogues to the pair-of-pants decomposition of a
surface but we require more building blocks.
For the definition of elementary orbifolds, we refer readers to Choi-Goldman [6].
Lemma 5.9. There is a decomposition of O by essential simple closed curves
ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξJ and full 1-suborbifolds ξJ`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξK such that each component of OzŤKi“1 ξi
is an elementary orbifold of the type (P1), (P2), (P3), or (P4).
Proof. IfO has order 2 cone points, we pair them by full 1-suborbifolds ξJ`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξK .
By splitting O along ξJ`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξK , we get another orbifold O1 of the same genus g
with tcb{2u boundary components, c´2tcb{2u cone points and at most one order two
cone point. Let C “ tξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξJu be a pair-of-pants decomposition of X 1O1 . Then
it is clear that C decomposes O into 2g ´ 2 ` c ´ tcb{2u connected components
E1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , E2g´2`c´tcb{2u each of which is an elementary orbifold of the type (P1),
(P2), (P3), or (P4). 
If an elementary orbifold E of type (P1), (P2), (P3) or (P4) has an order 2
cone point, then the deformation space CBpEq becomes singleton. Call such an ele-
mentary orbifold exceptional. Every non-exceptional elementary orbifold E of type
(P1), (P2), (P3) or (P4) has two dimensional deformation space CBpEq. Observe
that among the pieces Ei of Lemma 5.9, there appears at most one exceptional
elementary orbifold depending on the parity of cb.
There is the smooth map SP : CpOq Ñ 4 given by the restriction on each
component or ι where 4 is the subset of CpE1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CpE2g´2`c´tcb{2uq which
satisfies the condition that if γi and γj are gluing boundaries, then they have the
same invariants. Note that SP 1 restricts on each leaf µ´1pyq to SPy .
Our first coordinates are called length coordinates
µ “ p`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `K ,m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mJq.
Lemma 5.10. There is a section of the principal RM -fiber bundle map SP :
CpOq Ñ 4 admits a global section say s where M “ 2J`tcb{2u “ 6g´6`2c´tcb{2u.
Proof. We know, from Choi-Goldman [6], that
4 “ pR`qI ˆ LJ ˆ pR`qK´J
where L “ tpl,mq P R2 | l ą 0, 3m ` l ą 0u. Indeed, there are parameters psi, tiq
defined in Choi-Goldman [6] that parametrize CBipEiq when Ei is non-exceptional.
This psi, tiq parameters take all values in R2` “ tpx, yq P R2 |x, y ą 0u. They
correspond to the first factor pR`qI . The second factor comes from the range of
invariants p`,mq associated to simple closed geodesics. The last factor is the range
of ` associated to principal full 1-suborbifolds.
Since, 4 is contractible, SP is the trivial RM -bundle. 
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Remark 5.11. In Choi-Goldman [6], the parameter s is defined merely as a param-
eter for the solution space of the system of linear equations [6, eqns. (23), (24)]
and is not specified explicitly. In this paper we use γ1 (eq. (20) in [6]) as a free
parameter for this system and declare this variable s.
The twisting coordinates θ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θK , ϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕJ are defined by integration from
the image of s along the Hamiltonian flow. We finally define internal coordinates
si :“ log si ˝ SP
and
ti :“ log ti ˝ SP.
Altogether, we get the global coordinates for CpOq. Observe that there are 16g´
16`6c´2cb coordinates, which is equal to the dimension of CpOq. These coordinates,
however, may not be Darboux.
5.4. Existence of global Darboux coordinates. We now show that CpOq ad-
mits global Darboux coordinates. We begin with the global coordinates constructed
in the previous section.
Theorem 5.12. Let Ei be a non-exceptional elementary orbifold of the type (P1),
(P2), (P3), or (P4). Let psi, tiq be the coordinates for CBipEiq. Then
ωEi “ dti ^ dsi.
Proof. We use Mathematica to evaluate the formula for ωEi (Theorem 4.13). Math-
ematica files are available at [19]. 
Remark 5.13. For (P1), a pair-of-pants case, the same result is already shown by
H. Kim [21, Theorem 5.8].
By following the arguments of Choi-Jung-Kim [7] directly, one can obtain the
parallel results. We list here some of key facts without proofs.
Lemma 5.14. For each i, the Hamiltonian vector field Xsi is of the form
Xsi “ BBti `
Kÿ
j“1
aj
B
Bθj `
Jÿ
j“1
bj
B
Bϕj
for some smooth functions aj and bj.
Lemma 5.15. For each i, the Hamiltonian vector field Xsi is complete and
Xs1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XsI ,X`1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,X`K ,Xm1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XmJ
span a Lagrangian subspace of TrρsCpOq at each rρs.
As a consequence, the above Hamiltonian vector fields induces the Hamiltonian
RI`J`K-action on CpOq. Let us define the function F : CpOq Ñ RI`J`K by
(17) F prρsq “ ps1prρsq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sIprρsq, `1prρsq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `Kprρsq,m1prρsq, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mJprρsqq.
Then the RI`J`K-action preserves each fiber of F . To make use of Theorem 3.4.5
of [7], we should have the following result
Lemma 5.16. The RI`J`K-action on CpOq is free, proper. In addition, the action
is transitive on each fiber. Therefore F is a fiber bundle such that each fiber is
Lagrangian and diffeomorphic to RI`J`K .
Proof. By Lemma 5.14, the RI`J`K-action is free and fiberwise transitive. More-
over, F is a submersion since F is a projection with respect to the Goldman co-
ordinates. Therefore, each fiber of F is homeomorphic to RI`J`K . Now we apply
Corollary 31 of [26]. 
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Now we can deduce our main theorem:
Theorem 5.17. Let O be a closed oriented cone 2-orbifold of negative Euler char-
acteristic, with genus g and c cone points. Then CpOq admits a global Darboux
coordinates system.
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.4.5 of [7] to the function F defined in (17). Then there
are complementary coordinates
ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sI , `1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `K ,m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mJq
such that
ωO “
Ipg,c,cbqÿ
i“1
dsi ^ dsi `
Kpg,cqÿ
i“1
d`i ^ d`i `
Jpg,c,cbqÿ
i“1
dmi ^ dmi.
This completes the proof. 
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